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Publisher’s Note

W

elcome to the first issue of Church Planter Magazine!
CPM has only come to life over the past several months, but the reality is
that it’s been in the making for many years before that.

I was blessed to grow up in a Christian home. I can still remember eavesdropping through the heater grate on my wall as my mother explained to my older sister what the
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ meant for us. I was only 5, but I remember being so moved
by the story of Jesus' love that I burst into the room, weeping, and telling my mother that I wasn't
saved, but desperately wanted to be.
Growing up in a Christian home with a father as a pastor does not mean that I lived a life
that Christ would be proud of. In fact, as a pastor’s kid, I pretty much fell in line with what you’d
expect… And like it or not, the church has always bored me. Not God mind you, the church.
It wasn’t until I started attending a church plant being headed up by CPM’s Content Editor,
Peyton Jones, that I finally found what I was missing… Church on the front lines…
Like many church plants, we’ve seen the stuff you read about in Acts. We’ve seen the broken
restored, the sick healed, possessed people set free and all manner of hurting people finding comfort in our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. It’s fair to say that attending a church plant is nothing
like what I’ve experienced at any other point in my church going life. It’s also fair to say that for
me, there’s no going back.
As a Church Planter, you are a different kind of person… a New Breed if you will. If you
haven’t had it happen already, get ready to have your teeth kicked in. Planting a church, will, at
times, hurt. Bad things will happen, but the good news is, you won’t be going through it alone.
Our goal with this monthly magazine is to provide you with tools and encouragement as
you go out as God’s Gospel Commandos onto the battlefield of the front lines. You obviously
have God on your side already. But know this as well, you have our community here to lean on.
You are not in this alone.
Colaborer in Christ,

P.S. If you haven’t found it already, check out our weekly Church Planter Podcast:

CPM INTERVIEW:

Chad Williams

By Peyton Jones

Chad Williams - Navy SEAL., evangelist, and author; a guy who is more familiar with
being on the front lines than any church planter will ever know draws comparisons between
taking the fight to the enemy and gospel commandos.

Get The Book &
Connect with Chad:

What the Navy
SEALs Taught Me
About Making
Disciples.
By Charlie Marquez

W

hat the Navy SEALs taught me
about making disciples.

I had the privilege of serving
with Navy Seal Team 1 from 1989
to 1994, during Operation Desert Storm. I was a
technician attached to the Communications/
Electronics Department. I was not a SEAL. I say
that because, understandably, the SEALs take exception to people claiming to be part of the most
renowned fighting force in the world; and very
publicly out people who do. I don’t want to be
one of them.
Having said that, those of us who were up
for it had the opportunity to work out side by
side with these guys, join in training exercises,
and a few of us were invited to SCUBA school
and other training that allowed us into the interworking of this elite unit. It was a tremendous
opportunity and a time of growth in my life. And
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to top it off, I gave my life to Christ mid-tour in my
duty there. That was a dramatic transformation.
That’s enough about me. At TEAM 1, our compound was separated from Basic Underwater Demolition School (BUDS) by only a chain link fence. I
saw every class of young sailors aspiring to be
SEALs from 1989 – 1994. Only 30% actually made it;
70% “rang out” and went back to the fleet (BUDS
students rang a bell when they quit).
They were still better men for trying, but they
would not be SEALs. Of the 30% that made it, a
small fraction of them were part of the “first time,
every time” club. These were the guys that passed
every test, every physical challenge, every everything the first go-around. Most of yesterday and todays SEALS didn’t. Most of them failed something:
got washed-back a week or more in training, got injured, or had some kind of setback. But those that
persevered, even after failing once or more, still
ended up wearing the Trident.
When they HALOed into the drop zone with 7
of their squad mates on a mission; their test scores
didn’t matter anymore. All that mattered was that
“we’re the Navy SEALs and we’re here to get you
out” (a line from the cheesy Navy SEAL movie with
Charlie Sheen).

This reminds me of Christian ministry. The sad
truth is that much less than 30% of people who attend church ever get involved in the ministry of the
Church. Now, I am not talking about church chores.
I am not talking about ushering, parking lot duty,
and the other things that must be done around the
church. Those are a given. We are all part of this
family and we all need to pull our weight to help
make church happen. What I am talking about is
the ministry of making disciples. Of the 30% who
take the command seriously, a very small percentage of them are part of the “first time every time”
fraternity. These are the ones who carry their passion to make disciples from their conversion
through their entire Christian life. However, for the
rest of us, we are usually washed-back a few times,
like a would-be SEAL that fails a dive exam.
The reasons we stop making disciples are
many. Maybe we get busy with our lives. Kids and
jobs and little league sap all of our time and energy,
and somewhere along the way we stop seeing all of
those activities as opportunities to connect with
people who need Jesus. Maybe we are so busy doing church, we forget to be the church.
Yes people need to be helped to their seat on
Sunday morning, and yes people want coffee after
service, but more than anything, people need to
come to know Jesus; either for the first time or they
need to grow in His grace. This is not a condemnation. We are loved and accepted fully by God based
purely on what Jesus did for us, not what we do for
Him. This is not about that. This is about living the
life that we were created for; a life that glorifies God
and is used by Him to set men free.
Whether you are gifted to be an evangelist and
preaching the gospel and seeing people come to
Christ is like breathing to you, or you are a Titus 2
woman teaching the next generation what it looks
like to be a godly mother and wife; we are all called
to make disciples (Matt 28:19). Like the SEALs, you
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don’t have to be in the “first time every
time” club to be a disciple-maker. If you
have lost focus on your mission to make Jesus known; don’t ring out, don’t quit. Jump
back in the surf-zone and be washed with
the waves of His mercy. Look to Jesus, the
author and finisher of your faith. Let His free
-flowing grace towards you stir your heart to
share it with someone else. HOOYA!
Charlie Marquez is a church planter in
Southern California. His blog, ImpactedbyGrace.com, is a record of his personal journey back to the grace of God. Legalism and
moralism are subtle yet destructive enemies
to a humble walk with Jesus. They are subtle
because sometimes they masquerade as
deep devotion and commitment. They are
destructive because their effects, pride or

condemnation, have profoundly impacted
contemporary Christianity.
“I was one of their victims. Subtle enemies
require a bold defense.”

Connect with Charlie:

CHURCH PLANTING:
What To Do First
By CHARLIE CARROLL

M

y church recently celebrated our five year anniversary. It's been a long five years.
Like most plants, there has been blood, sweat and tears. Within the first two years,
two members of our congregation, both under 20, went to be with Jesus. We
changed locations three times and, on a good weekend, did well to have $1,000
come in. Couple this with people problems, turmoil and turnover and you can see why giving up
often seemed like the best solution.
But we didn't.
This past Sunday we had 200 people in the
building — a 50,000-square-foot building we now
own in the center of our city worth 10 times the
amount we owe. It gets better. In the last six
months, we've seen more visitors, volunteers and
victories than ever before.

Don't Give Up
Even with the hardest of starts, success is
possible. If God called you to it, He can bring you
through it. Be confident! He who began a good
work in you will bring it to completion. Success is
possible.
However, I've learned that just because success is possible doesn't mean that it won't be
painful. Five problematic years of planting has
taught me that pain is often the best soil for potential.
This said, it's important to acknowledge that
not all pain is beneficial. It's why, if I could do it
again, I would do one thing differently: I would
work to know what I don't know.
This is so important! At all costs, before you
plant, know (learn) what you do not know. This

is something my dad use
to say all the time, and it
flew over my head for too
long. It's not that you have
to have all the answers or
be able to solve every solution. You just need to
know what you do not
know and then identify
who can help. Nothing is
more painful or problematic than learning the hard
way.
For example, I didn't know that working
with a creative leader would be so different
than working with other leaders. I didn't have
the tools or maturity to manage and lead
someone who approached ministry and life so
differently.
When I met with another senior pastor,
he told me simply to "give them direction and
give them space to be creative." This small
piece of advice changed the relationship I had
with the worship leader and paved the way
for greater effectiveness. It also helped us
avoid many unnecessary conflicts.
It's important to know what you do not
know in the following three areas:


Spiritually



Strategically



Operationally

Spiritually: I used to think that Paul's list of
character qualities for leaders in 1 Timothy 3
was more like a bouncer checking ID's to see
who was qualified. Not anymore. It's a list of
resources you'll need — a survival guide.
Planting will test every ounce of who you are.
Knowing this beforehand would have
changed my perspective on the importance of

partnering with other pastors.
Strategically: It took me
too long to know about
great planting organizations like ARC (Association
of Related Churches). ARC
can help a planter know
what they do not know
and literally save them
from making thousands of
mistakes.
Operationally: Structure,
structure, structure. Save yourself. Planting a
church is the same as starting a business only
with more people and politics. Find an A+ operations guy that lives for building spreadsheets and structure. If you do not have one,
go find one in the business community and
ask him what you do not know.
You cannot eliminate pain from the process, but you can prevent a lot of it. To do this
you'll have to know what you do not know.

Charlie Carroll is the Lead Pastor at
theNorthGate, Dayton Ohio and can be found
blogging about whole living at CharlieSays.it.
In addition to his responsibilities at the Church
and for his blog, Charlie serves as a content
editor for ChurchPlants.com and Outreach Media Group. Visit Charlie at www.charliesays.it

Connect with Charlie:

It’s The Mission, Stupid
By STEVE PIKE

W

hen Bill Clinton ran for President in 1992,
James Carville gave him a catch phrase
to keep him on message. “It’s The Economy, Stupid.” That simple phrase reminded Candidate Clinton what was most important to
the voters at that time. Carville’s advice – if you focus on
anything but the economy, you’re stupid! Carville was
right. The rest is history.
If I could only use four words to advise every
church planter, they would be, “It’s The Mission, Stupid!” If you focus on anything but Christ’s Mission,
you’re stupid. If I had three more words, I’d say “Don’t
be stupid!”
Stupid happens when planters get sidetracked by
peripheral stuff. Like glittery models. I don’t mean supermodels. That’s too obvious. And please don’t get distracted by supermodels either. That’s a whole other blog
post! I mean something much more subtle. I mean –
sparkly church planting models.
Here’s how a church planting model gets sparkly. A
uniquely gifted leader starts a church that quickly shows
all the signs of success, especially in numerical growth.
The uniquely gifted leader hosts a conference to tell everyone how he/she did it. “10 steps to successful planting.” “Five laws of starting strong.” “Plant the Best
Church Ever!” Whatever. Voila! Sparkly model.
You leave the conference full of confidence and enthusiasm because you know if you follow the model, you
will experience success! Before you know it, you are
planting a model instead of joining Jesus on His Mission!
It’s an easy trap to fall into.
Here’s the antidote: Model must serve mission. Period. Models can be helpful when being with Jesus on
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His Mission is the goal. But make sure you understand the Mission first! Who has He called
you to reach? Answer: Those who are lost.
Next question: What is the best model for
reaching the lost that God has called me to
reach? It could be the sparkly model you just
heard about at the conference. But it might be
a different approach. My point: Understand
the Mission first and then find your model.
Church planting models aren’t the only
glittery things that can take planters off
Christ’s Mission. An awesome meeting space.
The perfect launch team. A big donor who
wants to buy the church of his/her dreams,
etc. Everything must serve Christ’s Mission. If

the meeting space doesn’t fit the mission, then
find a different space. If the launch team disagrees on the mission, reconfigure the launch
team. If the donor wants to fund a different
mission, tell him/her yours isn’t for sale.
Because, it’s about His Mission, Stupid!

Steve Pike leads the Assemblies of God
church planting efforts in the United States and
currently serves as National Director for the
Church Multiplication Network (CMN). CMN
collaborates with church multipliers to effectively equip, strategically fund and innovatively
network new faith communities in America.

A Secret To Church Planting:
The First Followers

Memorial to captured slaves. Site of the former slave market, south of Stone Town, Tanzania.

Mission To
Unreached
Areas Church
A Tanzania ‘Church Zero’ Story
By ANDREW WILKENSON

T

o many believers in the Western church
today understanding of apostles (little
“a”) as church planters are being heralded with great excitement as if some
forgotten truth has just been unearthed and needs
to be brought to the attention of the rest of the
world. The little heralded truth is, that in the two
thirds world, church planting in the style of the
apostles has been alive and kicking for a long
time but unnoticed in the West due to the absence
of the might of the western publishing/multimedia arm.
Without fame or notoriety, they have humbly moved forward unnoticed under the radar
with the work God has called them to. Their experience and lessons learnt have been untapped
by the church in the West.
If you were to travel to Mlandizi, Tanzania
you might uncover a church planting movement
of churches known as ‘Mission to Unreached Ar-
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ea Church’.
It’s my hope that one such example in
Tanzania, East Africa the Mission to Unreached Area Church would inspire you and
cause you to seek out the wisdom of such
apostles who’s ministries have been proven
over decades and who’s experiences have
much riches for us to glean from. Without access to the abundant material written in the
West on how to build, grow or multiply
churches etc Mission to Unreached Area
Church is one such example without sounding
flaky that has relied simply on taking its cue
from the Holy Spirit.
Such churches unsurprisingly end up
bearing a remarkable resemblance to the New
Testament churches or what are termed
“church zero” churches.

Samwel and Dionice Meena’s Story
In the mid 1980’s Samwel Meena was a
successful soldier in the Tanzanian army with
a young family it was also at that time Samwel
was confronted by the life changing good news
of the gospel and confessed Jesus as his Lord
and Saviour. In 1986 while attending a seminar
at Kenyatta Conference hall in Nairobi, Kenya,
he was challenged by one of the speakers who
said,

“God’s people must have vision to the
unreached areas as Jesus is the only solution to people’s problems and bondage.
If coca cola is now well known to the
whole world even to the rural areas due
to one person who had a vision and all
people in the world have tasted or know
coca cola, then why not we as God’s
servants have such a vision and go to the
unreached people all over the world
where Jesus hasn't been heard?”
After that seminar the Lord put a burden
upon Samwel and his wife Dionice, immediately after returning home they gave themselves in prayer seeking God’s face and direction as to how and where to begin.
From that time Samwel couldn’t allow anything to hinder him from going all over to
reach the unreached with the Gospel of Jesus
and this could not be done in just his nonworking hours. Seeing the hunger and thirst of
people for the need of God, he resigned from
the army in order to have enough time to reach
the suffering and oppressed people.
Beginning with just themselves and a bicycle they went and preached the gospel to the
unreached (people who have never heard the
gospel) in the nearby fields and villages to the
town of Mlandizi where they lived. The Lord
confirmed their calling through miraculous
healings and demonic deliverances whilst they
preached in public and as a result many Muslims and pagans became followers of Jesus (the
coastal belt of Tanzania consists primarily of
Muslim and pagan communities), and consequently churches became established.
Samwel had a life-time goal of planting
100 churches, but by the year 2000 having already reached 78% of that goal a revision
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was required! By the end of 2011, 400 churches
(averaging about 40 people in size) had been planted
by God’s grace and they have asked God for the grace
to plant 1000 churches in total by the year 2016.
So how has it happened? The simple answer
would be to say prayer and sacrifice but God gave
Samwel strategy as well.
In 1996 Samwel realised that churches were being planted faster than he could equip, train and release people within the local church, so in 1996 he established the school of mission.
Each year he would take out from the churches
planted, 15 to 20 young people and have them stay at
his base for up to 12 months. In the morning he and
his team would teach and equip these young people
with the specific aim of sending them out at the end
of the 12 months to care for a newly planted church.
The afternoons would be practical teaching whereby
they would learn how to farm so that they could fend
for themselves and not be a burden on the villagers in
the newly planted church. This was extremely important given the fact that many of the churches were
planted in poor rural areas where subsistence farming
is the way of life.
In the early years, the plan of attack was to
spend the first 6 months praying over the country and
sending spies out to villages and towns to glean information and then after further prayer to target a number of villages/towns which were felt to be on God’s
radar at that time for preaching the gospel.
A team (usually about 20 people) consisting of
his seasoned church planters (men and women primarily in their mid 20’s), the students and members
of the nearest church would then blitz the village for a
week living and sleeping there for the whole duration. Such strategies as open-airs, door-to-door (or
more accurately hut to hut!), and spontaneous conversations would be employed with an expectation of
God to move with signs and wonders to open the

way. During the mission a prayer team back
at the base would be praying around the clock
for those on the field.
At the end of the outreach one of the
trained students would be left with a small
amount of money to find board and lodge till
they could stand on their own two feet and to
care for those new born Christians. That leader in turn would be closely supported by the
church planting team.
In later years as the work grew Samwel
realized that he and his team in Mlandizi
could not train enough people to sustain an
upward growth and the churches themselves
should not be absolved from this responsibility.
God gave a new strategy.
Whilst the school of ministry would remain on site, new training centers were set up
in geographic areas. Church planters were
sent to each zone and the churches in those ar-

eas were to send their people to those centers
for training. The Omega course was developed which gave both good theological and
practical church planting training. This is best
illustrated by Samwel’s words in January
2012:

“Through this course, trainees are
trained within their areas five days a
month for three and half years and are
demanded to plant three churches within
their studies so as to be qualified as
graduates. Therefore the 8 training centres with 107 trainees are expected to
plant 300 churches in the next two years
to come.”
The fruit of this strategy from God is evidenced by Samwel’s remarks in early 2012:

“About 33 omega trainees have already
completed their studies, who together
have been able to plant 75 churches
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for the three years while in their studies.
In June they will come here for the graduation ceremony.”

as a result was set free from demonic possession, which in turn led to his two sisters and
younger brother coming to faith.

As of March 2013 there are now 11 training centres and 171 trainees!

In 1994 by God’s grace his father was to
be re-united with his mother (having been separated for many years). In seeing his family’s
lives turned around he came to faith, leaving a
life of alcoholism behind and now serving
alongside David in seeing the gospel being
proclaimed in Southern Tanzania.

The Mission to Unreached Area Church
expresses the heart of Jesus in many ways such
initiatives include Mercy House a home for old
women abandoned by their families, water assisting i.e. shipping safe water to villages, preschools, street kids housing/orphanage projects.

David and Jacqueline Chikawe’s Story
David Chikawe was born in 1972 into a
Muslim family. As a young boy he undertook
Muslim teachings (Madrasa) and later joined a
government school.
In 1991 when he was about to finish the
equivalent of his high school studies, he confessed Jesus as his Lord and Savior. All his
family and relatives rejected him and stopped
funding his education, regarding him as nothing because of his faith. Despite being abandoned by his family, in the fullness of time he
was to pray for and witness to his mother who

In 1996 David met Samwel Meena and
enrolled for the School of Mission, in the same
year in September he planted a church in a
typical Muslim area and soon afterwards managed to plant two other churches.
In 2002 I was able to welcome David to
All Africa Bible College in South Africa for 1
year to complete a degree in ministry. In 2003
he returned to Mlandizi to teach at the School
of Mission up to the beginning of 2005 when
he felt called by God to return to his home area
in Southern Tanzania near the border with
Mozambique, to proclaim the gospel and see
churches planted in an area of Tanzania which
had not been exposed to the gospel due to its
inaccessibility reaching the Mwera, Yao, Makonde, Makuwa, Ngindo Maraba, Ngoni and
Nyasa tribes.
Since starting in 2005 with just his newly
wed wife Jacqueline (Samwel and Dionice’s
daughter), his parents and one other couple.
To date, 25 churches have been planted. Nine
trainees already equipped for 3 years on village church planting course and another 12
trainees are now on the course.
The new believers have no other model of
church and grow up with apostolic DNA in
their make-up. I saw this hunger myself when
I taught on the fivefold ministry at their
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leaders conference in 2011. All stood up believing they had been called either as apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastor and teachers
and committed to God and to each other to
sharpen and spur each other on to fulfil the
call on their lives (these were all believers of
no more than 6 years in the faith!).

“There are many unreached areas in Tanzania, and
all over the world. Mission to Unreached Areas has
been established for the purpose of seeing those areas reached and churches planted. We believe that
God has beautiful people as yet not reached and
therefore He has equipped many for this task, we
and you are among them.
The work is still big and very challenging
hence many preachers, teachers, apostles, prophets
and ministers end up in big towns and cities where
people always hear the Gospel.
We are very much challenged to go to the unreached areas. We see God heal, deliver, save and
set people free. Brethren in the body of Christ, we
are (very) much encouraging you to think about
the unreached areas as the Great Commission demands Matt. 28:19-20.”
Let us then join together and make sure that
the gospel reaches every country, town, village and
street so that every person can hear the good
news.”

Leaders conference in Southern Tanzania
In his own words David betrays the
heartbeat of an apostolic church planter.

He also bears the life experiences,
“Walking on foot, riding bicycles for many kilometers with my wife, sleeping on the floor and giving

all that we have, being terrified etc, has been part of
our life.”
Reflecting on his visit to the church plant
in Songea, David says, “The journey was real
tough, we had to pay a lot to be taken on motorbikes. You can imagine the bumps and all the mud
and dusts, but this is what a real love is for the lost
or unreached areas. At Songea Church, there is
great challenge as they meet in a small house, the
new believers are being reviled and persecuted for
leaving the Islamic faith.”
David addressing the church at Songea
As for David and Jacqi’s story so far and
their faith for the days ahead, David reflects
“Starting with one church in 2005 in a small sitting room then, now 23 churches. Almost two
years was just equipping members as leaders, then
taking them to the field and trusting them as the
leaders of planted churches. Encouraging them to
do the same, we have seen the work expanding rapidly. We have the vision of planting churches in all
unreached areas within Southern Tanzania, then
across the border to Mozambique. (We have more
than 3000 unreached villages).”
In areas of extreme poverty like these, finance and resources are limiting factors in the
work expanding.
In 2010, God gave the team the slogan
‘Seize tomorrow, today!’ This was to buy land

in order to generate a long term income for the
future of the work. Between 2010 and 2011, we
were able to purchase 100 acres of land at a
miraculously low price.
The vision is to plant 50 acres of short
term cash crops, and 50 acres of saplings,
which after 8-10 years would produce timber
to sell to the building industry. These crops
and saplings would generate enough finance
to sustain and accelerate the work in Southern
Tanzania whilst providing local employment.
As of 2013 10 acres have been cleared by
the churches and 3 acres planted with saplings.

Andrew has been invested in the ministry of
Outreach to Unreached Areas both physically
on the ground, and financially in support. He is
married to Claire, has 3 boys, and is currently
embarking on a brand new church plant in
Swansea, Wales.

Connect with Andrew:

By LINDSAY BROOKS

Burdens We Were Never
Fit To Carry
"The weight of evidence for an extraordinary claim must be proportioned to
its strangeness."
~ Pierre-Simon Marquis de Laplace
“Theists have not yet grasped the concept of the burden of
proof, apparently. It's really simple, so I find it astounding
that it is so easily dismissed-the one who makes the positive claim (ie-god exists) is the one who has to prove that
claim, not the person who is in the default position of suspension of belief due to lack of evidence (ie-as far as we
know, god does not exist).”
~ Kelly O'Connor
How to Respond to a Supercilious Christian

T

his burden of proof question is one that has
always bothered me. Atheism has positioned itself as being stated in the negative.
For this reason, in formal debate, atheism
claims never to have the burden of proof because the
rules state that that burden belongs to the positive position.
Formally, I understand the burden of proof rule
with regard to other kinds of subjects. A universal
negative is difficult if not impossible to prove. Take
the negative statement; “There are no two snowflakes
exactly alike.” That statement cannot be proved without exhaustively searching the universe in all places
simultaneously to prove that twin snowflakes do not
exist. Conversely, the positive is easy; just show a single example of twin snowflakes.
The atheist claim isn't anything like that though.

Apologetics —23

It's a positive claim
in disguise. No atheist is claiming simply
that there is no evidence for God, rhetorical posturing to
the contrary notwithstanding. If that were
the case then we
could just unpack
our evidence and
that claim would no
longer stand. The Atheist claim is that God is
not a necessary hypothesis to explain life, the
universe and everything as per Ockham's Razor.
Effectively, the atheist claim is that life
can come from the universe spontaneously, a
positive claim. Or that complex systems happen by simple systems gradually becoming
more complex over time, contrary to the second law of thermodynamics, another positive
claim. Or that complexity=life. Or that matter
is eternal. Or that right and wrong has a biological basis. Or any myriad of other kinds of
claims that are positive in nature.

that controlling
and unproved assumption.”
So in a formal debate scenario,
where the question
is, “Is there a
God?” the more jejune Atheist says
“no” without definition or dealing
with the implications of their response, hoping
to then sit back and wait for the Christian apologist to fail or succeed. And failure is foreordained, because the naysayer can simply say,
“I’m not convinced.”

Greg Bahnsen dealt with this problem
head on in his debate with Gordon Stein, calling it “the pretended neutrality fallacy.” He explained:

That simply doesn't work. This is a totally
different kind of question than the gardenvariety claim of something’s non-existence.
Saying, “there is no God” carries with it a host
of implication that saying, “there is no Santa
Claus” does not carry. Santa Claus’ existence
has no impact on our worldview’s ability to account for logic, morals, design, right tuning of
our senses to the universe, the mind/body distinction or any of many questions like it. Saying there is no God, on the other hand, demands positive claims in each of those areas. It
amounts to a variation on the complex question fallacy.

“In advance, you see, Dr. Stein is committed to disallowing any theistic interpretation of
nature, history or experience. What he seems
to overlook is that this is just as much begging
the question on his own part as it is on the part
of the theists who appeal to such evidence. He
has not at all proven by empirical observation
and logic his pre-commitment to Naturalism.
He has assumed it in advance, accepting and
rejecting all further factual claims in terms of

There are some apologists who are
pleased to bear the burden of proof solely on
the Christian side and build a probabilistic
kind of argument for God’s existence. The difficulty here is in determining when that burden has been met. If it has only been met when
Dawkins, Dennett, Harris, Hitchens, et al agree
that there is a God, I think we have set an impossible standard. Not all people who understand an argument find it cogent.
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That smart people disagree is not a defeater for any proposition. There are many reasons that even intelligent people who understand the arguments have for not finding
something particularly compelling. Those reasons aren’t always given when they disagree
with a position “on its merits.” Smart people
convert, and not usually because they suddenly get some piece of information they never
had before that puts the puzzle together for
them. Often it is because some precommitment loses its force for them personally.
So what about the day-in-day-out apologetics of our everyday life? Surely the rules of
academic debate don’t encroach here. It’s just
friends and family members gathered around
the questions that unite us all, right? Yet even
here we find that an unhelpful attitude about
burden of proof stymies real dialog.
The fact is, when two people come together to discuss God, they BOTH have a burden.
Neither one has an option to simply shrug and
say, “I’m not convinced by your Kalam Cos-

mological Argument, so I win.” They must account for their worldview just as you must account for yours. Lacking that, all they’ve done
is bamboozle you with the Flying Spaghetti
Monster argument and lived to bamboozle another day.
So what of the two quotes that started this
article? Is Laplace correct in claiming that extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence? Let’s test this idea.
If I claim to be able to ride a bicycle, what
proof is required? My riding of the bicycle.
This is an ordinary claim and the corresponding ordinary evidence.
If I claim to be able to operate that same
bicycle without a rider by the power of my
mind, what proof is required? My operation of
the bicycle with the power of my mind. This is
an extraordinary claim, but the evidence is the
normal kind; the demonstration of the claim.
I do not deny that we go about providing
evidence in different ways for different things
(Bahnsen’s “crackers in the pantry” fallacy). I
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am merely pointing out that there are not separate standards of evidence in evaluating
worldviews. Each worldview is subject to the
same standard of evidence.
The result of adopting Laplace’s notion is
that it is absolutely arbitrary. The strangeness
of a claim is a predilection of the one receiving
the claim. Furthermore, what level of evidence
is required is also arbitrary and usually results
in the bar being set to “whatever convinces
me.”
What of Kelly O’Connor’s spirited quips?
Does she have the default position as she
claims? On what ground does this claim rest?
It rests on her arbitrary and unproven presumption of Naturalism.
An evidential apologist may claim that
something like a mind must have preceded
the universe, and continues to support it and
its law-like functioning. O’Connor may claim
that nothing like a mind was necessary.
The evidential claim is philosophical. It
must stand to philosophical rigor. But so must
O’Connor’s claim. She may object that she’s
agnostic on the question of cosmic origins; she
simply doesn’t know and so carries no bur-

den. This is simple obfuscation. An Atheist
saying there is no God is saying that universes
begin themselves spontaneously or has some
other cause. She may come up with a strong
reasoning that underlies this positive assertion, but it is a positive assertion that must be
supported. O’Connor’s claim of having the
“default” position is without merit.
We don’t come to a discussion to win for
winning’s sake. We come together to talk
about these questions so that all might know
the truth. Stacking the deck with an unfair
burden of proof is anathema to this end.

Lindsay Brooks is a staff apologist with Apologetcs.com, Inc. and the host of the Apologetics.com radio show on KKLA 99.5 FM in Los
Angeles, CA.
Lindsay is also
the Co-Author of
Think and Live:
Challenging Believers To Think
and Thinkers To
Believe.

By PATRICK HUBBARD

True Sacrifice
Planting Churches Among
The Poor And Undesired
“The church has given bread to the poor and has kept the bread of life
for the middle class."
~ Viv Grigg, Cry of the Urban Poor:

Reaching the Slums of Today’s Mega Cities

S

everal years ago, missiologist, Viv
Grigg, wrote a book titled Cry of the
Urban Poor: Reaching the Slums of Today’s Mega-Cities. In this book, Grigg
advocated for missionaries to begin
viewing the urban poor in the majority world
as a people group. According to Grigg, the
urban poor around the world would constitute a people group as large as the Muslims
and Hindus. However, unlike Muslims and
Hindus, he noted that there was essentially no
organized approach among Western mission
agencies to plant churches among them.
Cry of the Urban Poor was his attempt to
bring attention to this problem and call the
body of Christ to begin church planting movements among the global poor. He correctly
noted that the Church was actively doing
much humanitarian and development work
among the global poor, but it was being done
outside of a local church context. He stated
“The church has given bread to the poor and

has kept the bread of life for the middle class."
In the years since his book was published I
have not seen much difference. Globally,
church planting is still geared toward the middle and upper classes while most of the
church’s ministry to the poor centers around
humanitarian aid.
There are several reason for this, not the
least of which is the Western church’s insistence on adherence to the three-self paradigm;
that indigenous churches are only healthy if
they are self-governing, self-supporting, and
self-propagating. Of course, the selfsupporting requirement makes it nearly impossible for western missionaries to be involved in church planting among the global
poor. It is believed that their personal giving
to the church plant would create dependency,
so they avoid working among the poor. Furthermore, if they do desire to work among the
marginalized, their hands are often tied by
their agencies and thus are forced to observe
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human suffering without the ability to help financially. This situation all but ensures they
gravitate to wealthier communities.
As a result, most Western missionaries focused on church planting are still working
among the higher social classes with the hope
that as the church takes root the nationals will
begin church plants among their own poor.
This, however, has not been my experience in
South America or Thailand. News reports on
the thriving Evangelical church in Brazil
abound, however there is almost no church
planting by Brazilian churches among the urban poor. The gospel simply does not usually
move from the powerful to the weak. Historically, the gospel has more typically moved
from the poor and marginalized to the mainstream. If we want to see the gospel take root
and nations transformed, we must plant
churches among the global poor.
Let me be clear, I am not advocating that
we replace humanitarian work with an emphasis on church planting. Rather, I believe
we need to plant churches among the global

poor and equip them to implement their own
humanitarian ministries in their communities.
In other words, we need to plant missional
churches and partner with them as they seek
to minister comprehensively in their context.
This will only happen as we shift away from
the three-self paradigm toward an emphasis
on interdependence.
Interdependence should be understood in
light of the Church as the body of Christ (1 Cor
12:12-31). When interdependent partnerships
are built, the focus is not upon what individual
parties bring to the table but on how to utilize
our collective resources. Like the body, no one
member is more significant and no single contribution is more important. With an interdependent approach, Western missionaries can
pool their human and financial resources with
those of indigenous leaders, as well as a given
community, to see churches planted and lives
transformed.
This approach is not easy. Even when we
are united around a common mission it is hard
for culturally different groups of people to
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work in unity. As Westerners, our tendency is
to take charge and the poor and marginalized
are prone to let us. Interdependence requires
real relationships, not like the Colonialism of
the past, and real relationships require hard
work. It is easier to hide behind the three-self
paradigm than strive for interdependence, just
like it is easier for a church planter to do things
himself than to equip the body to function as a
priesthood of believers.
Since Bárbara (my wife) and I founded
Living Bread Ministries (LBM) in early 2004,
our passion has been to see the kingdom of
God expand among the global poor resulting
in churches planted. The vision for LBM is to
be a catalyst for interdependent church
planting movements among the global poor.
We believe that Viv Grigg was correct in his
analysis of the current approach to ministry
among the global poor; while we greatly value
humanitarian ministry, we believe the best
approach is to plant local churches and assist
them in ministering to the comprehensive
needs of their own communities.

In keeping with our firm conviction
regarding interdependence, in 2005 we worked
with a Brazilian pastor to establish Ministério
Pão Vivo (MPV), a Brazilian led ministry that
shares our vision for church planting among
the global poor. In partnership with MPV we
have planted eight churches among the urban
poor in southern Brazil. In each case, both
organizations have joined a church planter and
community in their efforts to sow the gospel
and plant a church.
Church planting among the global poor is
rife with unique difficulties. Almost universally the poor are animistic. Their Animism is often syncretistic with the majority religion. In
Brazil, for example, this causes great difficulty
in evangelizing and discipling the poor as their
understanding of Christianity is very Animistic. Furthermore, the immense physical and
social problems that result from severe poverty
are seemingly impossible to overcome. For a
glimpse at life among the global poor watch
this video of Leidiane sharing her story:
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As difficult as church planting among the
global poor may be, I will illustrate the great
value of our approach with two stories. In
2005 we began our first church plant in Brazil.
In keeping with our vision to plant churches
and equip them to minister comprehensively
in their communities, we assisted this church
in launching a feeding ministry. With resources provided by LBM, the church would
purchase food items and assemble several food
kits for people in the community. Undoubtedly, these were like a drop in the ocean as far as
meeting the needs of the community; nonetheless the church was faithful to distribute the
food primarily to single mothers with children
and the elderly.
Notice the interdependent nature of this
ministry. The food was provided by LBM, but
the local body did the hard work of implementing, overseeing, and executing the minis-

try. They also invested the time and energy to
build relationships with the recipients of the
food. These relationships have often yielded
spiritual fruit over the years. Such is the case
with Tereza.
Tereza was a Mãe de Santo (Witch
Doctor) in one of the Animistic religions (“The
belief that personal spiritual beings and impersonal
spiritual forces have power over human affairs and,
consequently, that human beings must discover
what beings and forces are influencing them in order to determine future action and, frequently, to
manipulate their power.” See Gailyn Van Rheenen,
Communicating Christ in Animistic Contexts)
in Brazil. In fact, she was considered to be the
most powerful witch doctor in the community.
Unexpectedly, her shack burned to the ground
and she lost everything, including her idols
and everything she used in her religious
practices. For someone who made their living
casting spells and making potions, this was
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devastating.
Shortly after the fire, our church plant
heard about Tereza and decided to reach out to
her. Bárbara and I joined the pastor and his
wife on a visit with Tereza. The pastor
explained how the church believed they had a
responsibility to care for widows and orphans
and having heard of her ordeal they wanted to
add her to the role of widows they helped with
a food kit. Tereza agreed and even
commented that her gods had not been able to
prevent the fire that destroyed all she had.
For several months Tereza came to the
church to pick up her food kit. She would
always politely sit through the service and
wait for the food to be distributed. Eventually
she began coming to other services where no
food was given out and in time she started
bringing her children and grandchildren to the
church. After about six months Tereza came to
know Christ.

She immediatley turned her back on the
Animism that was not only her religion, but
her livelihood. When people would come to
her, offering to pay her to cast spells she
simply told them she did not do that anymore
and would tell them about Jesus. She often
would bring them to church with her. She was
indeed a new creation in Christ.
Sadly, Tereza had a massive stroke and
was paralyzed on one side of her body. She
was ale to get emergency medical care but
ultimatley was sent home. This was in essence
a death sentence for her. Her family could not
afford regular food, more less the food she
required for her feeding tube. However,
because Tereza was part of the body of Christ
and a local church existed in her community,
she was cared for. With the help of LBM, for
two years, the church provided the food and
medicine that she needed. More than simply
providing it, they walked to the store and
purchased it, then walked to her home, in spite
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of the danger, to deliver it. They administered
her medicine and helped clean and care for
her.
Though Tereza could not read she had a
love for God’s word. When church members
would visit her they would take the time to
read the scriptures to her and pray with her. I
was always impressed that as bad as her
circumstances were she always smiled when
visitors came. To be sure, her conditions were,
by our standards, horrific. She was reduced to
sleeping with a stick to keep the rats away at
night because she could not call out for help or
get out of bed. However, she did not quietly
waste away hungry and alone while the world
continued in oblivion. She had people who
cared for her and loved her to the end. The
testimony of her peace and joy, along with that
of the church who cared for her, is a powerful
witness to the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Ana’s story likewise illustrates the
importance of planting churches among the

global poor. She lived with her boyfriend who
received a small government pension. This
was their only source of income, so when he
died of AIDS she was left with no way to care
for her children. To make matters worse, Ana
is HIV positive and it is believed her children
are as well.
When another of our church plants heard
of Ana’s situation, the Pastor and his wife
immediatley visted her to confirm her need.
They were able to give her children some
clothing and provide them with a little food.
The church began assisting Ana through their
feeding ministry and helping with other needs.
Eventually, Ana and her oldest daughter came
to know the Lord. They are very committed
followers of Christ and walk a couple of miles,
carrying the younger children, to come to
church. Ana serves in the church and her
daughter is on the worship team and is very
involved in the youth ministry.
After several months of worshipping with
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Ana, several members of the church approached the pastor with great concern for
her and her children. Realizing that she is HIV positive
and will not receive treatment
for her disease, the church
was concerned of Ana’s children. They asked the pastor
what would happen to them
when Ana passes away. The
pastor explained their responsibility as a church to care for
orphans and to bear one another’s burdens and the people have responded in faith
that they will take in and care for Ana’s children. They are almost as poor as Ana, but
they desire to care for her children.
As a testimony to the commitment of the
church I was excited when they took it upon
themselves to improve Ana’s home. She was
living at the bottom of a large hill near the
steep drop off. Her house sat directly on the
ground so that every time it rained the water
would rush down the hill, literally through
her house, and over the cliff. Over time the
water was eroding the bank away and Ana’s
home was becoming dangerously close to
slipping over the edge.
Realizing the dire need Ana was in, the
members of the church took up a small offering to make repairs to her home and move it
forward, but it was not nearly enough money.
Undeterred, they began contacting hardware
stores and building supply companies to get
materials donated. In time they gathered
enough materials and built Ana a new house.
Keep in mind, the house is probably not as
nice or large as the average utility shed in our
backyards, but for Ana it was a dream come

true.
I hope these stories from Brazil illustrate
the necessity of church planting among the global poor.
As Westerners, we are conditioned to think of poverty as a
lack of material resources,
and it is, but much more poverty results in the breakdown
of relationships. This is seen
in the family unit, but in the
larger context of the community as well. When the gospel
is sewn and a church plant is
established, community begins to form. The
formation of gospel community is essential to
seeing transformation among the global poor.
A discipled community of believers will
love and care for one another. This has already been demonstrated with Tereza and
Ana’s stories. As we expand our work into
Thailand, we believe church planting among
the poor and needy in that country is the best
way to address the horrors of human trafficking. Just as the local church is caring for the
weak around them in Brazil, I believe church
plants in Thailand will help prevent the hopelessness that leads so many poor mothers to
enter or send their children into the sex industry. A strong gospel community will also
look after and protect the weak from the traffickers that prey upon the poor.

If you would like to learn more about Living
Bread Ministries and their church planting efforts among the global poor, visit their website:

“Finally!
An Apologetics Book
That The Unchurched
Will Understand!”
If you are looking for ways to engage the lost or help
train up the recently saved, then this is the book you’ve
been waiting for.
While most apologetics books are written for believers,
this one is written for unchurched.
Just as Mere Christianity was adapted from a series of
C.S. Lewis’ BBC radio talks during World War II, Think
and Live was ripped from the wildly popular Apologetics.com Los Angeles radio show.
Think and Live has been written in a style that will engage the uninitiated into fresh ways of thinking about
what’s ultimately important and meaningful in life.
Get your copy now and start your small groups going
through it!
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CPM INTERVIEW:

Don The Baptist

With Pete Mitchell & Peyton Jones

Humorously referred to as “Don the Baptist”, Don Overstreet’s veteran experience is nothing to laugh at. Don is the church planting “Catalyst” for the Southern Baptist’s in the LA
County. Not only does he have 48 years of experience, but he’s been involved in over 500
church plants during that time. Don’s wisdom is priceless as he kicks down pointers to us
like a modern day Paul.

What’s The Weirdest Thing...
You’ve Ever Done In Church Planting?

This Months Winner:
Jonathan Ferguson—CP in Nairobi, Kenya

C

obra’s Bane is not a nickname I
thought I would ever inherit, but
after killing a few cobras it stuck.
Since moving to Nairobi, Kenya to
assist with a church replant, one of my unforeseen hobbies has been killing snakes.
The first snake was a black-necked spitting cobra. It crawled into our storage room
one hot day looking for a place to cool off. Unfortunately, our gardener was already napping
in there. After watching him run, I no longer
doubt the reason for Kenyan supremacy in
marathons.
I wasn’t sure what snake I was dealing
with, so I quickly grabbed my snake hunting
gear. This consisted of rubber boots, a jacket,
gloves, a hat, and sunglasses. Goggles may
have been better when dealing with cobra venom, but they’re not as cool. I walked into the
storeroom, and was a few feet away from a
spitting cobra. Wishing my sunglasses were a
welders mask, I pinned down the snake with a
large pry bar. The trick was finding someone
to hold the pry bar while I finished the job. My
neighbor came out to see what the commotion
was, and I pressed him into service. I grabbed
a machete and sent the snake to its maker.
Needless to say, the snake was not

pleased at being decapitated. Let’s face it.
Would you be? When the pry bar was removed from the snake’s head, it opened its
mouth and attempted to spit venom at us. This
continued for about five minutes.
The second cobra appeared a few months
later, this time during a class I was teaching at
a local bible college. I was in the middle of
teaching a class on eschatology, and had just
finished teaching on the events described in
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Revelation 12. I had just asked if there were
any questions when I heard the school’s cook
screaming. I ran out of the classroom, with
the students following. Coming around the
corner we saw the groundskeeper throwing
stones at a black-necked spitting cobra. I told
the students to stay back, as I knew this
snake was able to spit its venom up to seven
feet away. One of the other students grabbed
a stone and threw it, pinning the snake
down. He was rewarded by being sprayed
with venom, barely missing his eyes.
The gardener threw a hoe at the snake,
trying to kill it. It bounced off the concrete
slab, and flew at me.
Believe it or not… I grabbed it out of the
air as it sailed past me, tossed it into my left
hand. In one fluid movement I spun it
around like Aragorn wielding Andúril, and
ran up to the cobra. It turned towards me,
but before it had a chance to open its mouth
and spit, I slammed the hoe down on its

neck, severing head from body.
I turned back to my students, dropped
the hoe, and said, “And the great dragon
was cast down, that ancient serpent!” I
walked back into the class to pick up class
where we had left off, but I walked back a
legend.
I figured I had put on a good show, but
the surprise of the day was for me. The big
topic of conversation inside the classroom
was not about my snake killing skills, but
whether the snake would be okay to eat.
For the next issue: Tell us the weirdest thing
you’ve ever done church planting.

Tell us your story:

Decapitated Cobra Still Has Fight Left :

Two Ways To Approach The BiBy
Doug Ponder
ble
Two
Ways To Approach The Bible
By Doug Ponder

him.
You can’t travel both roads; you can’t approach the Bible in both ways. So which way
will you go? Like the traveler conclusion in the
poem, the route you take makes all the difference.
Approaching the Bible Like It’s About You
Suppose you think the Bible is mainly,
fundamentally, or centrally about you. When
you open its pages, you’ll read the following
stories in these tragically confusing ways:

 Creation – God loves you so much that he

R

couldn’t wait for you to arrive. In fact, he
was lonely without you. So he created you.
Aren’t you special?
eading the Bible is a lot like Robert
Frost’s famous poem, “The Road
Not Taken.” Many of us who were
required to read it in school, can
still quote the opening lines:

“Two roads diverged in a yellow wood /
And sorry I could not travel both…”
You know the rest. The traveler can’t take
both roads, so he examines them each in turn.
Reading the Bible is, in a way, a great
deal like that poem. There are basically two
ways of approach the Bible. You can approach
the Bible as if it were mainly, fundamentally,
or centrally about you and what you must do.
Or you can approach the Bible as if it were
about Jesus and what God is doing through

 Adam and Eve – Look at what happens
when you disobey God. Sin is bad, and
you’ll get punished for it. So you’d better
shape up and get your life together, or else it
will fall apart.

 Abraham and Isaac – When God tells you to
do something, regardless of whether or not
it makes any sense or is completely contrary
to his character, you just have to do it. Even
if that means killing your one and only son.

 Gideon’s fleece – If you want to know
God’s will for your life, put out a “fleece” to
force God’s hand. He prefers real wool, but
he’ll settle for substitutes. Just be sure to ask
for a “sign” when you pray.

 David and Goliath – Life is tough. It’s filled
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with all kinds of “giant” problems. But God is
tougher. He can help you slay those “giants” if only you’ll trust him and do what he says.

 Jonah and the fish – When God calls you for a purpose, it’s useless to resist. So remember Jonah, and
always remember to follow God’s calling on your
life. Otherwise you might get swallowed by a fish.

 Jeremiah’s Prophecy – “For I know the plans I
have for you,” declares the Lord (Jer. 29:11). You
don’t know what the future holds, but you know
who holds the future. So whatever happens to you,
it must be part of God’s wonderful plan to give you
a comfortable life.

 Jesus calms the storm – When the “storms” of life
settle in on the horizon, don’t forget that Jesus is
the calmer of the storm. He’ll calm the storms in
your life, too, if you’ll just trust in him.

 Jesus feeds the five thousand – Just look at what
happened when a little boy gave Jesus all he had:
over five thousand people were fed with just two
fish and five loaves of bread! If you’d just give Jesus all that you have, he’ll multiply what you’ve
got until the baskets of your life are overflowing
with blessings.

 Jesus in the wilderness – See what Jesus did when
he was tempted? He quoted Scripture back at the
devil! Make sure your devotional life is up to par,
so that you can succeed against temptation just like
Jesus did.
Recipe for Disaster
You may wonder, “What’s so bad about reading
the Bible like that?” Well, something happens when
you make yourself the main focus of what you think
God is doing in the world—suddenly everything becomes all about you. In each of those familiar stories,
God either becomes your sidekick to help you achieve
your dreams, or he becomes your butler that lives to
make you happy and comfortable. But what if you

dreams are selfish? What if your plans are misguided? You see, viewing God as our sidekick or butler ignores our desperate need for correction, confrontation, and redirection—not to mention redemption
from sin and death and reconciliation to God himself.
All because reading the Bible like that overlooks
the person who the Bible is really about: Jesus. From
start to finish, the Bible is trying to get you to see that
Jesus, the Messiah, is its main character. Reading the
Bible this way makes “all the difference,” as Robert
Frost would say.
Why Jesus? The author of the book of Hebrews
explains, “In the past God spoke to our ancestors
through the prophets at many times and in various
ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his
Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and
through whom also he made the universe. The Son is
the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being…” (Hebrews 1:1-3). In other words,
the Bible reveals who God is and what he’s doing in
the world by pointing us to Jesus, who is the exact representation of God’s being. Jesus is the “image of the invisible God” (Col. 1:15). Jesus is the one who has
“made God known” (John 1:18).
That’s why the whole Bible is about Jesus, just as
Jesus himself tells us: “You diligently study the Scriptures because you think that in them you have eternal
life; yet it is they who testify about me” John 5:39).
And again, “Beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what was said in all the
Scriptures concerning himself” (Luke 24:27). The Bible points to Jesus, through whom God made us and
reconciles us to himself.
Approaching the Bible Like It’s About Jesus
So what would happen if we read the same Bible
stories listed above as if they were about Jesus and
what God is doing through him?

 Creation – In the Trinity, God has in triplicate eternal relationships full of love, joy, and beauty. Out
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of the overflow of this love, joy, and beauty,
God created a world to share himself with.
You and I are part of this world, which
means we will find real love, real joy, and
real beauty in knowing this Trinitarian
God.

 Adam and Eve – God created people in his
image through whom he would reign over
all that he made. Even though they rebelled
against God, he didn’t give up on them.
God promised to send a son—someone
born in the image of God and the likeness
of man—to rescue humanity from sin and
death. That son has come, and his name
was Jesus.

 Abraham and Isaac – God tells Abraham to
sacrifice his only son—foreknowing that he
wouldn’t—not to teach us a lesson about
trusting God blindly. Rather, God was testing Abraham’s faith in the promise that
God had already given him: that one of
Abraham’s own descendants would bless
the entire world. Only, when he finally
came, he wasn’t spared like Isaac. Instead,
God gave up his only Son in order that we
might not taste death.

 Gideon’s fleece – God had already told

Gideon to do something, but he didn’t listen. He was weak and afraid. Twice he tested God with a fleece, but God was patient
and merciful to him. He used the weak and
cowardly Gideon to defeat a mighty enemy.
Thus God demonstrates that not even the
weakness and failure of people like Gideon
could stop his ultimate victory, just the like
the one he wins in Jesus. (P.S. If you really
want to know what God’s will is, don’t follow Gideon’s example. Just read the Bible.
It’s pretty clear about what God calls us to
do in light of what he is doing through Jesus.)

 David and Goliath – The Israelites faced an
impossible enemy in Goliath. But God
raised up his servant David to win a battle
they were unwilling and unable to win. The
moral of the story isn’t about trusting God
for his help. It’s about the need for God to
win the battle that we can’t win, the battle
against sin and death. God does this in Jesus, who defeats sin and death on our behalf, and we reap the benefits of his gracious victory (just like the Israelities reaped
the benefits of David’s victory).

 Jonah and the fish – Jonah was supposed
to tell the Gentiles in Nineveh about the
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Creator God and his plan to set the world
right. But Jonah was a self-righteous bigot.
So God forced Jonah to go preach to the
Gentiles, and the Gentiles repent—unlike
Jonah. When the story ends, Jonah is mad
at God because he showed mercy to “those
sinners.” Are we any better than Jonah? Do we
feel that we have earned
the mercy of God while
others get what they deserve? Jesus is proof that
none of us get what we
deserve. And thanks to
Jesus, we receive grace
upon grace (like Jonah
and the Ninevites).

 Jeremiah’s Prophecy –
When the prophet Jeremiah recorded God’s
message, he was speaking to the nation of Israel.
“For I know the plans I
have for [Israel],” declares the Lord. “Plans
for plans for welfare and not for evil, to
give [Israel] a future and a hope” (Jer.
29:11). The context of these words is the
exile, a time of captivity when every good
Jew would have been wondering, “How
can God’s promises be true if we’re stuck
all the way out here?” So Jeremiah reminded them of the God who is powerful and
faithful to keep his promises. Jesus is proof
of that, by the way. He was the one Jeremiah was speaking about (just keep reading
until you get to Jeremiah 31). Jesus was Israel’s “hope” and “future.” (And he’s your
future and hope, too—not that college you
wanted to get into, or that job you applied
for, or that girl you hope to marry.)

 Jesus calms the storm – Jesus didn’t calm
the storms to remind you that he can calm
the “storms” of your life. He calmed the
storms to demonstrate to his unbelieving
disciples that he is Lord of heaven and
earth (Mark 4:40-41). As
Lord of the cosmos, Jesus
has a lot bigger plans for
your than making sure
you have a comfortable
life. So every storm won’t
be stopped, but you can
rest assured that when it’s
all said and done, Jesus the
Lord will take care of you
in the end. (That’s what
the cross and resurrection
are all about.)

 Jesus feeds the five
thousand – Jesus didn’t
feed over five thousand
people to teach us an object lesson about “giving
our all to Jesus.” He fed them because they
were hungry, and Jesus cares about the
physical needs of others. He “had compassion for them” because they were
“helpless” (Matt. 9:36). Jesus was bringing
the kingdom of God into the world (Mark
1:14-15; Luke 17:21), which means that his
will would be done “on earth as it is in
heaven.” The world is broken and out of
joint now, but Jesus came to set it straight.
His work continues still, through the
hands and feet of his body, the church.

 Jesus in the wilderness – Jesus didn’t venture out into the wilderness to teach us
about resisting temptation. He could have
done that without all the hype. Instead, Je-
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sus faced off with Satan to show that, unlike
us, he can resist even the strongest temptations. That’s the point of the story. Where
we fail—as Adam did in the garden, as Israel did in the wilderness, as we do every
day—Jesus succeeds. He succeeds where we
can’t succeed, and he wins the battle against
Satan for people who have no hope of doing
it for themselves.
Not About You, But Still For You
Do you see a theme emerging here? The
Bible isn’t about you; it’s all about Jesus.
Perhaps you might object at this point,
saying something like, “Won’t people think the
Bible is boring if it’s about someone other than
them?” Well, they shouldn’t. Not if they really
understand who it’s about.
Think it about it like this. Occasionally
my wife tells me a story involving an event
from her life before we were married. I treasure the stories not because they’re about me,
but because they reveal more to me about the
person I love most of all. You see, her stories
aren’t about me, but they are for me. It’s the
same way with the Bible. The Bible isn’t about
you, but it is for you. The point of the Bible is to

introduce us to Jesus. He’s your Creator and
Redeeming Lord. Read it to meet him, treasure
him, trust him, give thanks to him, and obey
him. If you read it that way, your life will never be the same.

Doug Ponder is one of the founding pastors of
Remnant Church in Richmond, VA, where he
serves as the pastor for teaching and training.
In 2010 he started the Commonwealth Collective, a regional network that equips pastors
and church planters for ministry. Doug blogs
regularly at RE|SOURCE on the intersection of
theology, ethics, and the Christian life. Follow
him on Twitter @dougponder.
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Exclusive Excerpt From:

Medicaid, Food Stamps,
and Other Perks
Of Starting a Church
“If God only gave me a clear sign, like making a large
deposit in my name at a Swiss bank.”

A

~ Woody Allen

h, the startup church and money. It’s so hard to get those
two in the same room together. It’s great if you have a
church or ministry funding you, but what about those of us who just
feel called and don’t have access to cash or support? You could reach
out to Christian friends and family who have money, but that didn’t
work for our team. Sure, we could get support if we were willing to
build a church in the “darkest of Africa,” but no one wanted to finance
a church startup in the “darkest of Colorado.” Sure, there were a few
churches and other ministry avenues that were willing to discuss helping us, but in the end, the strings that came with the help made the offer too steep to accept.
Some of us will remember the phrase that well-meaning people
tell us as we embark on an endeavor for Christ.
They say, “Don’t give it a second thought, brother. Where God
guides, he provides.”
I had a rather well-known Christian TV personality tell me that
once. A year later, I watched two of his telethons yield very little support. After that, it seemed his theology crumbled, and his TV ministry
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ended. Now, I do believe that God can do anything; however, I also believe that many times, God leaves huge obstacles in our way just to teach
us to become stronger and smarter and to grow in our faith. I believe
that where God guides, I must go—and if needed, cut a new path
through ways never traveled. I had a lieutenant in the fire department
who had a favorite saying when things got tough: “Pray to God! But row
for shore all the same.” In other words, we have some responsibility to
do our part as well.
For the Journey church team, we hit our first wall instantly with a
thud. We had no funding at all. We were also super-young and very
broke. Most of our credit was bad or nonexistent. I mean it—credit so
bad that stores wouldn’t even accept our cash. Add to that the ridiculous costs associated with starting a church: rental costs for a place to
meet, flyers and posters to get the word out, maybe even a mail-out,
lights, sound systems, and my favorite expense, media equipment—
things like computers, software, and cameras. And don’t forget the
mother of all expenses—projectors. If you are about to start a church
and haven’t priced these bad boys, then get ready to pee your pants and
forget your name for half an hour. It’s like getting tazed. These things
must be made out of panda. But wait. It gets better. You need two.
That way both sides of the auditorium can have a screen. They also
don’t respond well when they’re dropped, have coffee spilled on them,
or people use them as a step—all of which we found out within a month
of the purchase.

“Most of our credit
was bad or nonexistent. I mean it—
credit so bad that
stores wouldn’t even
accept our cash.”

So after all our wealthier relatives told us no about helping us with
cash, we all got jobs and began to live on as little as possible, putting the
rest toward buying things to start the church. This worked fine for a
while until we began to see some cracks in our system. You see, we all
now worked fifty to sixty hours a week, and we began to drift from our
vision. Life began to take over. To make things harder, most of us
worked physically demanding jobs. Several of us worked on a horse
ranch; others worked for a carpet cleaning business and a party supply company
delivering and setting up seven-hundredpound bounce houses and such. It’s easy
to see why we had very little energy to sit
down and plan a church at 11:00 every
night after work. I know I really began to
have doubts about how we would keep
the steam hot and pumping while spreading ourselves out too thin.
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This came to a head one Thanksgiving day. We all had the day off
and wanted to spend it together. After a nice meal, the conversation began to turn toward the frustration everyone was feeling. We each felt
disconnected. One person brought up that it would be great if we all
worked at the same job. Then we could work, plan the church, and
bond as teammates at the same time. We talked for hours that day and
decided that we needed to find a way to make a living together.
In my life, I have had the opportunities to work many different
part-time jobs. For some reason, business always came easy to me. I enjoy the entrepreneurial spirit. It makes sense to me. To add to that, I
was blessed to work and learn from some very successful business people. As that conversation progressed, someone noticed a TV commercial
talking about a junk-hauling business that employed “college hunks.” I
suggested we start an odd jobs company called “Ministries Hunks” as a
joke. No one laughed. It only took thirty minutes for that joke to become a real idea and plan. With great fanfare, we all gave our notices
and quit our jobs.
Now, let me take this moment to tell you that we got hammered by
all our families for taking this risk. I really understood their concerns. I
felt them as well. Having said that, I also know that it is impossible to
steal second base with your foot on first. I’m a gambler by nature anyway. I also firmly believe that if you’re going to build anything great
with your life, then you will have some defining moments—times when
you push all your chips into the middle of the table and play the hand
you have been dealt. This was that moment for our church.

“YouTube saved our
butts so many times,
we lost count.”

Just before Christmas, we launched the Journey Odd Jobs Company. We took out ads in the newspaper and on Denver’s Craigslist. We
used a credit card and charged $100 worth of flyers to hand out in store
parking lots. We even got a call the very first day! Someone needed an
old TV moved down four flights of stairs to their dumpster. We made a
cool $20 for that. We began to do moving jobs, lawn work, painting,
house cleaning, and snow shoveling. The funny thing was that we really had no idea how to do anything when we started. We would get a
call asking if we knew how to do something like putting in a French
drain in someone’s yard. “You bet!” was always our answer. We
would schedule a time for the following day to come give them a bid.
Then we would hang up and look on YouTube to see what a French
drain was and how to install it. YouTube saved our butts so many
times, we lost count. We would then call a few professional places and
get a rough bid so we knew what the going rate was, and in turn,
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cut their bid in half. And that was our estimate.
We also became very close friends with some guys who worked at
Home Depot and Lowe’s. Did you know that they offer all kinds of
classes there? We attended a ton of them. When things really exceeded
our understanding, we simply would hire a professional to do it for us,
all the while standing over his shoulder watching and making notes. In
retrospect, we must have looked incredibly creepy to those guys, but we
had to watch closely in order to understand how to do it ourselves next
time. Within no time, we could install sprinkler systems, fix boiler issues, and repair almost any plumbing problem you could think of.
Landscape, paint, sheet rock, tape and float … we did it all.
It took us about three months to really get going full steam, and by
then we realized we were bringing in four times the money that we had
all made separately. And all throughout the workday, we bonded as a
team and talked about the church we wanted to build. It was really
working out better than we could have imagined. It’s funny how sweat
and hard work can bring together a group of people!

“In one home we
cleaned, someone had
spray-painted ‘God
hates me’ on the living room wall.”

Now around this time, we began to get calls from realty companies
and banks to do what was called “trash outs.” When a home gets repossessed, many people tend to leave the house trashed and dirty. Our job
was to come in and clean these wrecked properties. This was very profitable, but turned out to be harder emotionally than you might expect.
We cleaned out the last of people’s memories. Many would leave pictures and letters behind.
We sat in one home for an
hour and read through a
husband and wife’s correspondence as they ended
their relationship. He
was serving in Iraq, and
she had found someone
new in the United States.
They had two small,
beautiful kids together,
and this new little family
that was just starting out
was over already. In another room of the house,
on the back of the closet
door, written in red cray-
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on were the words “I miss my dad.” It was clear that a child had written
it. That kind of daily find wrecked us in a good way.
God began to use these trash-outs to increase our passion for reaching the hurting. Each day, we would read letters and journals left behind from real people recording the frustrations so many of us feel. In
one home we cleaned, someone had spray-painted “God hates me” on
the living room wall. In the middle of it, they had taken their eviction
notice and stabbed it to the wall with a kitchen knife. Ripped-up wedding pictures and broken memories are what we saw all too often. When
we would leave job sites, instead of the usual jokes and conversations,
there was a lot more silence and staring out windows.
Christ was doing surgery on our insides; he was making our hearts
grow. And even though we were being paid for these jobs, we all felt
like God was putting us through some advanced training sessions in understanding the people he loves so much. It may seem strange, but it
was those moments that made us feel more urgency and empowerment
to engage in people’s nightmares and bring them hope.

“So many churches
never make it out of
someone’s living room
because the people
behind the church
are waiting for the
cavalry to ride in
with a checkbook and
rescue us.”

Even though we made a good amount of money, we still needed
more to buy the equipment we needed. Some of our guys literally went
dumpster diving behind music stores and dug out speakers and cords
that had seen better days. Adam, one of our teaching pastors and resident MacGyver, spent hours with the Internet, duct tape, and a soldering iron learning how to fix the junk we pulled out of trash cans. We
were amazed at what we could find in dumpsters and alleys. Denver is
also a big city for garage bands. And as anyone knows who watches
VH1’s Behind the Music, almost all bands break up. When local bands
end, they sell all their stuff on Craigslist in a huff and in a hurry. We
watched for these “breakup sales” and got really good stuff for very little. We got our soundboard because our friend, a local bookie, talked us
into giving him $50 for a “sure thing.” He bet on three long shot games.
He won on all of them and gave us $550 back. I’m not promoting gambling to start a church or get equipment, but I find it beyond funny that
our first soundboard was procured because the Denver Nuggets covered the point spread.
In the end, that odd jobs company gave us the ability to start our
church. If we couldn’t afford something, we used credit cards to get it. I
know many of you will have issues with people using credit to start a
church. I didn’t, and it worked for us, so let’s just leave the MasterCard
debate for another time. Let’s just say we needed the miles. Anyway,
the simple fact is that hard work and ingenuity pays off. So many
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churches never make it out of someone’s living room because the people
behind the church are waiting for the cavalry to ride in with a checkbook and rescue us. I believe that the local church needs leaders need a
“never say die” attitude toward their calling. I believe we would all see
bigger things happen when church leaders decide they will build a
church on our own steam for a while if they have to.
Today, we have a great, growing church full of people who would
literally give you the shirt off their back if they saw you needed it. I love
the people in this church and community. They are awesome. But I will
always believe that God sent them to our church because he saw a
bunch of selfless, hardworking kids who got the steam hot and the train
moving when there was no one. Sure, we had to sell our cars and some
possessions. And yes, we had to work long hours, learn new skills, and
sweat buckets. We even sold our plasma. Yes, they buy it. But we
found that God does provide a way for us to fulfill our mission. In that
same process, we saw God build into us the confidence to take any hill
and fight the unknown. Don’t let money issues scare you. There is a ton
of money out there. You do know they print more of it every day.
God will get on your side when he sees that you’re willing to take
the fight to the next level and go get what it is you need. Today’s church
leaders need to be fighters. We should be a worthy enemy to our old
foe, the devil. To compete at this level, we have to play the full nine innings—the entire game—full speed to the end. Start strong, break some
rules, and blaze your own trail into your calling. You might be surprised what ideas God has hidden in you when you have to dig for
them.

The staff of The Journey Community Church for How To Knock Over A 7-Eleven and Other Ministry Training.

Church
Planting
is for Girls
By Andrea Jones

“The people we love to read
about in the Bible are impressive because they battled
through the challenges.”
-David Branon.

I

read this in “Our daily Bread” the other
morning and I figured this was as good a
place as any to start my “Year in the life of a
church planter” blogging for the girlies. Yes
I’m using that term in the old very un P.C. way as
in…”Don’t be such a girl about it.” But lets face
it. In the first year of church planting……how
many times do we talk about the possibility of
things “Folding” or perhaps we do the more spiritual spin to it and say, “Oh perhaps it wasn’t
God’s will.” ..which really means…..”oh crap I’m
soooo scared of failing and having mud on my
face and being the church of only five people and
most of them MY family.”
“Challenges” don’t mean we are not in
God’s will! That is the first thing that I’ve had to
face this year. If so, Paul the apostle would not
have ever run his small, scarred, legs around Asia
minor right?
Back in June I had the awesome opportunity
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of talking to a group of “Church planting Wives” Kinda sounds like “Footballer’s wives”…and I suppose it
isn’t a far fetched parallel. They run around the world
with their men. All these women were being
bounced around here, there and everywhere and yet
were so excited to be used by God. They were such an
encouraging group of Gals. They were on a “mission
from God”, excited “to go” and grounding themselves in God’s word.
Yet when the music stops, the conference is over,
and you’re out, alone in a foreign country…or just a
foreign territory and on the front lines of church
planting, the challenges begin. The loneliness, the free
falling, rootless existence begins…despite your spiritual support team…which is a must by the
way…….If only to hear your screams as you fling
yourself into No Man’s land.
First year of challenges for me looked like
this…..call me carnal….or call me honest… I don’t
mind…but if yours looked like mine, then perhaps
we’ve found community in the challenges faced by
church planters in the first year.
Day one: ”Oh God did we do the right thing????!!!!”
Day two-through sixty: “Oh God are you sure we did
the right thing?”
Day sixty one: “God our savings is almost gone….”
Day sixty two: “God our savings is gone!”
Day sixty three: Big, bruising, smack on the head
through the word….”Trust in the Lord, and do good;
dwell in the land, and feed on his Faithfulness.”
…….Yes these challenges are from my own journal.
Three month mark: “Lord, is this how we’re suppose
to make ends meet? How many more jobs do we
take????”
Sixteen weeks: “Lord what if the “bad” kids hurt my
wonderful child???! I don’t want my kid to do drugs
or learn the proper words for their sexual organs at
age two please!”

Seventeen weeks: Smack! Smack! “In all the
setbacks of your life as a believer, God is plotting for your joy.” John Piper …

vision of the spirit of God working in me. If I
feel unspiritual….well then…I say…what am
I doing trying to do this???????

“Oh what a good quote Lord, I’m so rubbish I should not be a church planter. I’m so
selfish and self seeking. I Suck.”

Lesson? Keep coming back to “It is
Christ who strengthens me.” not “It’s Andrea
who strengthens me.”

And so there they are. The first three
months of the Birth of our baby church. Some
of my challenges were a bit more spiritual
than these. But I chose to enter these because
they were the most embarrassing, simply because they had nothing to do with the Spiritual side of things. My hardest challenges are
the ones which are the most carnal, because
they are a double edged sword. They are my
human fears and insecurities and at the same
time, they dig deep at the root which I am trying to lay as a church planter. A faithful, solid
walk with Christ. These challenges hide my
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CPM INTERVIEW:

Bob Coy

By Peyton Jones

Bob Coy - Bob is the founding pastor of Calvary Chapel of Fort Lauderdale, once known as
the fastest growing church on the East Coast. Bob talks about the humble beginnings of
planting CCFLD, and why he wanted to quit. When God gave him permission to leave,
that’s when it all turned around.
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Fight Church
Blood Spraying, Bones Breaking, Teeth Flying...

N

ot long ago, the largest Las Vegas paper, the Review-Journal,
ran a piece about an underground ministry called Fight
Church. The article reads:

“Josh Boyd isn't a mixed martial arts
fighter, or an MMA coach or trainer or official, either. So, there's no particular reason
that any of the fighters gathering backstage
for a recent Tuff-N-Uff MMA event at the
South Point should recognize him.

Yet, Boyd, a boyish-looking guy of 35
with spiky hair and the kind of personality
that immediately puts you at ease, turns out
to be a pretty popular guy here.
Fighters smile and nod a greeting to
Boyd as they pass by. A few come up to
shake his hand or trade a fist bump or a
quick man-hug. Some fighters talk quietly to
him for a few minutes. Then, when they all
head off to do whatever it is they need to do
to prepare for their fights, it's with a
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sincere smile from Boyd.”
As chaplain to MMA fighters and MMA
fighter hopefuls, Boyd meets athletes on their
own turf to pray, worship, counsel or just offer a few encouraging words or a bit of practical help.”
Most people don’t think of Mixed Martial Arts when they think of ministry. All
that they think of is blood spraying, bones
breaking, and teeth flying.
Enter Fight church; a ground-breaking,
trailblazing, revolutionary, cutting-edge, outside of the box, non-traditional ministry.
That’s probably why you’ve never heard of
them. Besides, a ministry like this is bound
to bust up some noses in religious circles anyways. To go deep within the world of MMA
fighters, they’ve had to bend or break almost
every ministry rule there is. So far, Josh
Boyd, MMA Chaplain and founder of Fight
Church, doesn’t seem too concerned.
Based in Las Vegas, the MMA’s “Mecca”
Fight Church works with every major MMA
gym in sin city (Xtreme Couture, Wand,
House of RYU (formerly Tapout), Syndicate
(formerly Throwdown), etc.) Boyd himself is
the official chaplain to several pro and amateur fighters and coaches. Any avid follower
of the sport will have seen their banners,
shorts and walkout shirts plastered at the
events. In addition, they’ve partnered with
Dog Boxer, War Worldwide and Sidney Silva
BJJ. Fight Church has an office in their private training facility, providing him with

continuous contact with the MMA community.

What exactly does Fight Church do?
Anybody who’s watched the MMA reality T.V. shows knows that there are many reasons why a fighter enters MMA, the fastest
growing sport in the world. There are anger
issues, histories of abuse, and the desire to
prove themselves, but in the end, everybody
eventually needs something or somebody
stronger than themselves.
Boyd notes that MMA is a demanding
sport that can require hours of training every
day. The time demands, coupled with the
lack of income from a regular, or just lowpaying, job can cause financial pressures and
marital strains, Boyd notes.
Boyd’s ministry is incarnational. It’s a
ministry of presence. It’s about being there
for the guys when they have nowhere else
they can turn to. When the wheels come off,
and the lives of the fighters and they’re families come apart, they know who they can turn
to. They know Boyd. Boyd’s worked hard to
maintain a presence in a world where churches fear to tread. At the end of the day, it’s
about the fighters. When they need him,
Boyd will be there.
In addition, MMA fighters tend to be
young, and many arrive in Las Vegas with no
church, no pastor, no family and no social
support system. That, Boyd says, can make
them susceptible to bad influences, lead them
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to make bad choices, or just leave them feeling adrift and discouraged.
Tom Morales has been competing in
MMA for about two years and says he met
Boyd when the chaplain "just approached me
and told me what he's doing and (asked) if I
wanted to take prayer with him."
At the time, "I was going through some
trouble myself," Morales says. "I just called
him and talked to him, and he kind of helped
me out. He invited me to dinner, and we've
been working together since then.

their demanding training regimen and lifestyle. Boyd says he has had fighters over to
his house for dinner and has passed out grocery store gift cards to cash-strapped fighters.
"I try to partner with as many different companies that I can so I can get them apparel
and gear."

SO HOW DID THIS GET STARTED?

As Christ modeled servanthood in ministry, Boyd serves the fighters as a means of
making contact and getting to know the fighters.

Boyd is happy to take the blame for
Fight Church, but surprisingly, the origins of
this ministry are not all that unusual and the
person responsible for expanding the kingdom within inches of the violence is selfadmittedly not all that impressive. In his
own words, Boyd speaks of his own background.

Before an event, in the fighter prep areas, you’ll find Boyd getting up and personal,
distributing gloves/towels/water/ice, wrangling/staging fighters, wrapping hands, corning guys, etc. This gives Fight Church opportunity to pray with the fighters before or after
they compete. Outside the gym, Boyd meets
fighters one-on-one for counseling, encouragement, accountability, and prayer. He also runs small groups
and bible studies.
Having erratic schedules that don’t tend to
fit the set meeting
times of most churches, the fighters need
somewhere that is
flexible and tailored to

From a blue-collar town in Indiana,
Boyd played sports, went to church 3 times a
week, and like any other teen ager watched
UFC on VHS anytime he could. Attending a
University, Boyd studied ministry and psychology, but his dorm room was the “official”
UFC viewing lounge. Marrying his high
school sweetheart, Becky, they both started
working in full-time
youth ministry at a
small inner-city church
near campus. A baby
soon followed, and the
couple moved to Terre
Haute, Indiana to
youth pastor at another
church. Boyd could see
the culture shift that
was taking place
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ahead of the curve and
wanted to do what he could
to stem the tide of youth
turning their backs on
Christianity. Two babies
later, they moved again to
Kokomo to pastor, but everywhere he ministered he left a trail of MMA
converts in his wake.
They started to sense that something in
their life was going to change. They embarked on a forty day fast. Boyd recalls "We
thought we'd, maybe, end up going to Africa
and doing a clean water project or something
like that. We were doing a 40-day fast, just
kind of trying to seek God and figure out
what was next for us, and a friend of ours
said he was going to Las Vegas to start a
church and would we care to come along.”
In June 2007, they packed up and moved
to Vegas to help with the church plant. As
part of that church’s outreach, they were hosting UFC viewing parties in their house.
Then it all changed.
Boyd tells it “I attended the UFC Fan Expo here in Vegas and ran into some guys who

were doing a MMA ministry
called Fight Pastor up in
Washington. I was instantly
interested. I am one of the
biggest MMA fans I know. I
love being a pastor and ministering to people. This
seemed like a match made in heaven. I knew
that every other sport in the US had a chaplaincy program in place. It seemed logical to
me that the fastest growing sport on the planet should have one too and I already lived in
the MMA Mecca. Knowing I had to do this, I
started making phone calls and working with
the Fight Pastor guys, visiting gyms, and
making connections in the MMA community.
Then, in September of 2010 I met with Craig
Gross of Fireproof Ministries (XXX Church,
Strip Church, etc.) and told him what I was
doing. He thought it was an amazing idea
and helped us take things to the next level.
That is when our one of a kind MMA ministry called FIGHT CHURCH was born.
Fast forward to today and Boyd says
“Things are going well for us here in Vegas
and people are starting to take notice. Every
week I have people contacting me wanting a
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FIGHT CHURCH in their town. So
far, we have planted affiliate ministries in Minnesota, Corpus Christi and
Dallas, TX. We have been in talks
with interested individuals from California, Wisconsin and Canada. We
have already started making connections and laying groundwork for affiliates in Indiana, south Florida, Australia, and South Africa.”
Boyd makes “a huge difference"
in fighters' lives, says Kerry Hartney,
Tuff-N-Uff's fight coordinator, who
met Boyd about five years ago.
"A lot of people think fighters are
all about violence and they're out for
blood," Hartney says. "But, honestly,
they are very religious, spiritual people. He helps them prepare themselves
mentally for what they're getting
ready to do. He gives them spiritual
guidance, and that's something fighters need from outside of their immediate realm.
"He's phenomenal," Hartney says.
“When you get to talking to him, he
just gives you a calm peace. He's a
good person. Everybody knows about
him and everybody knows what he
does."
While volunteering at that Tuff-N
-Uff event almost two weeks ago,
Boyd received a text message from a
fighter who wasn't at the event but
who told Boyd that "it's good to know
you're there."
Fight Church still is a small ministry. The organization's entire 2013
budget is projected at just more than
$28,000, and Boyd says financial
support for it comes from a few
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valley churches and a handful of private donors.
"Most of them send just 20 bucks a
month," Boyd says. "I have a couple of very
generous people who send $100 a month. But
we have a bare bones budget and we're just
trying to make it happen."
Still, for some - including, Boyd says, ministers - the mere idea of
combining mixed martial arts with religion
seems, well, odd, if not
contradictory.
"The biggest struggle I have - the biggest
antagonists, I guess - are
church people," Boyd
says, many of whom
aren't familiar with the
sport and some of whom
object to it once they
find out about it.
"Yeah, it's a hard
sell," Boyd admits. "But,
for the most part, if pastors would give me the
time of day and let me
have a conversation with them, at the end of
the conversation I'm able to educate them."
One of the visions of FIGHT CHURCH
is to form mutually beneficial ministry
“partnerships” with other churches and ministries instead of just seeking traditional
monthly missions type support. They have
formed such partnerships with New Breed
Church Planting and a few churches, and are
in the process of figuring out the specific opportunities each unique situation has to offer.
In addition to some sort of financial
support, the basic idea is to have small

groups visit Vegas for a short term missions
trip over a long weekend, where participants
can work at an MMA event, do gym visitations, do some MMA training and more. On
the flipside, a team from FIGHT CHURCH
would visit the church and help organize a
fight themed service and/or event. There is
potential for a self defense class for the community, a rape prevention course for women,
an anti-bullying seminar for children, etc.
FIGHT CHURCH can
even help ministry
partners build relationships with their local
MMA gyms and MMA
EVENT promoters.
Where there are strong
MMA communities,
the goal would be
forming an ongoing
FIGHT CHURCH affiliate ministry. Boyd is
currently in the process
of developing a FIGHT
CHURCH Training
curriculum for new
MMA Chaplains and
assist with FIGHT CHURCH start ups in other cities. This “Fight Church in a box” approach would facilitate the spread of the ministry because there’s only so much of Boyd to
go around.

Connect with Boyd:

Looking in from the Outside

E

very month we ask somebody who’s unchurched
and unfamiliar with the inner workings of
church to comment on church the way that they
see it.

 What’s wrong with church?
 Why don’t they come?
 What is your impression of religious people, church,
God?

Every church planter hears objections to Christianity
and outside perspectives on a regular basis. Listening to
what outsiders have to say can often inform us to better
preach the gospel.

A VIEW FROM THE STEPS
By JON SARGENT

C

hurch--The word alone burrows in to each person
differently, usually inciting strong reactions, inspiring anger and joy in equal measure, depending on
where you stand.

There’s no way feelings don’t well up and become readily
available. When I think of Church my first thoughts turn to my
few experiences attending my Grandparents Church in Bryn
Mar, Pennsylvania. Their congregation was very community oriented and very traditional in that the values upheld and practiced were clear to all. It was a community of people trying to be
good to each other, to live worthy lives, to create peace and
kindness in each other. I have very fond memories of services
where what the Minister said made sense and had good purpose, and although singing Hymns always made me feel slightly awkward, there was something comforting about it all.
I mean, a good number of the people there had been going
to the same Church their whole lives, looking out for each other
over the years, and they all knew each other to some degree. In

my regular day to day life, this was all alien to
me.
I came from a loving family, had loyal
friends, and was generally a happy Southern
California raised kid. I knew I was lucky to
have all that. But Church did not enter into
my family’s routine, and we attended services
very rarely. In growing up and learning some
history, and through heated discussions and
dialogue, I learned many facts that made me
generally suspicious about the idea of Church
and religion.
And that’s just it, Church is controversial
to say the least, regardless of which faith we
observe. Shall we discuss the thousands of
years that various Holy Wars reaping murder
and death upon peoples of all nations have
been fought in God’s name? Or perhaps delve
into the nature of how various peoples were
wiped out or thrust into civil war by Believers
spreading the word of God, while ruining and
decimating the cultures they invaded in the far
off lands they dared to travel? More recent and

less violent scandals come to mind, like the
hundreds of Priests accused of and proven to
be child molesters, the average money grubbing two faced thieves ripping off followers to
line their pockets, or just plain hypocritical
icons like Ted Haggard. He was ousted from
his own Church in 2006 after it was determined he had secretly been having sex and using Methamphetamine with openly gay male
prostitute Mike Jones, after years of preaching
against supporting Gay rights in Evangelical
Cathedrals and convention centers throughout
the US.
I could also offer a diatribe on the demonizing of women, the straight up ignorance and
malice exercised in justifying Gay hatred, and
the various violent actions carried out historically by supposed “honest Church-going folk.”
All these subjects and much more are out
there to be criticized, and when you add it all
up, the Church just seems, well, so corrupted.
Isn’t any Church based on a system of beliefs
that are supposed to foster peace, love, and

good works? What happened here? Its seems
sad that the one institution people set their
Spiritual clocks to and put their most precious
hopes into should be as corrupt as the average
government or monster corporation. Why
does this ideology that seeks higher truth have
such a guilt ridden history?
And therein lies the rub—because as with
all institutions and fellowships, a Church is
made up of people, and people are inherently
flawed. Of course we screwed it up, we’re human. So beyond all the reasons to distrust and
judge, I have tried recently to think of what remains within the idea of Church in general
that is good, honorable, and makes sense in
our modern world. Instead of thinking of all
that we know about history, I thought of all the
unseen events that are worth acknowledging.
Because with all the negative incidents
going down and being discussed, all the scandals and historical screw ups, and beyond all
the philosophies that seem so flawed, millions
of everyday people have been attending their
local Churches and enriching their lives for
centuries. There is no daily incident in the
seats of many Churches, Temples or
Mosques—nor necessarily is there constant
bickering about who’s right and who’s wrong.

My thoughts are drawn back to my
Grandparents Church in the town they chose
to settle down in. I picture all those people going to Church on Sunday, and talking about
life, and learning about the God they worship,
and trying to live better lives. It’s easy to focus
on the monumental disasters religion and the
Church in general has been a part of, and yet it
is also not the whole story.
Don’t get me wrong, I think everyone
should know their history, and study the facts,
and discern where they stand, in my opinion.
And yet, each person’s idea of spirituality is
different innately, because we truly are, undeniably, individuals--who have our own experiences of this life, and try to relate our feelings
and understand each other the best we can.
I would hope that any regular, thoughtful
person would acknowledge the millions upon
millions who trust in their sacred beliefs, and
are honest and good practicing Jews, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, Tribal peoples (aren’t we all, really?) and on and on. The
average worshipping community of people living more spiritual and moral lives is a collection of people who decided to do just that, and
with each other. Why would we take issue
with that?
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It’s up to the people in those communities
to help each other and also keep each other in
check, to keep the values and teachings of that
Church alive, and hopefully, peacefully. This
does bring up an interesting overlap too, because tolerance is a true measure of peace in
many ways. The various Faiths of the world
have a major issue in history and of course in
the modern world with relating to, tolerating,
and living with people whom practice other religions. This is probably one of the biggest
overall issues at hand—which one is the true
religion, and why can’t they all be?
This is where I get a bit confused about
the whole thing. If I’m not a part of a system
of beliefs that supposedly supports good will
and peace, how come I feel judged or condemned for not being a part of that particular
group of people? I’m generally okay with people of any faith, Church or association that inherently seek peace and higher learning, seek
to spread ideas that are there to help people
lead better lives—as long as they don’t endorse
violence to achieve those goals.
Personally, I’m also very imperfect as a
person and I know it. I have plenty of issues in
my life that I know need work, things I want to

do or accomplish to make myself a better person for those around me. I often struggle with
my own faith as well, and just because I don’t
go to a Church doesn’t mean I don’t contemplate all the same questions of existence and
humanity that exemplify the search for a higher power.
Sometimes I go running around a small
lake near my home. As I went around the lake
recently I spotted a coyote bounding into the
safety of the shrubs at one bend, a rabbit freezing still in a bush to conceal itself as I passed a
little ways later, a Cooper hawk outlined
against the blue sky gliding peacefully, and
two humming birds zipping about naturally
around the flowers above me. I saw all these
creatures going about their daily routines, fitting into their environment and playing the
roles in their habitat without effort, if not only
the natural effort to survive.
I thought about all the different people
and different ways of life, all the thoughts and
justifications we have to categorize each other
and find our place in the world. Regardless to
our beliefs and faiths, our Churches and our
discussions, we are ultimately stuck with each
other in uncharted territory, and we seek truth
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and understanding. If we are to have any
hope in the future of our Churches and social
goals with each other, one thing is definitively
true—we better find a way to embrace each
other and make it work, or else, the endless
spiral of whatever this violent circus we have
created is will continue.

and their Churches can look
out of for each other and
worship in peace, and be a
fine example to everyone
else of how it’s done.

So if the modern Church of any religion is
to survive in a positive light, it seems to me, it
will be found in the community based collective of people looking to truly live better lives
whilst also respecting people of other faiths or
non-faith. Then these communities of people
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Preaching
To The
Unchurched
By PEYTON JONES

Y

ou’ve been used to preaching to the
Christian Masses. Old ladies thank
you with tears in their eyes. Mothers
tell you that they’re amazed that their
kids can pay attention to you when you’re in the
pulpit. Let’s face it. You rock the pulpit. All the
Christians in Christian Who’s Whoville sing your
praises. But now you’re getting ready to plant a
church, and that’s all about to change.
“Buckle your seatbelt Dorothy, because Kansas
is going bye bye”
You’re going to have to reorient yourself to a
new crowd of people if you’re going to be more
effective at saving souls, and less entertaining to
Christians. Your focus will need to change, new
skill sets will need to develop, and you’ll feel as if
you’re learning the basics all over again. Sit
down Waldo, because church planting homiletics
class is now in session, and you’ve got some lessons to learn...quick!
PREACHING LESSON 1:
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DON’T BE BORING
Let me start by recounting some of my
own journey. I’d freshly fallen off the American turnip truck in Great Britain.
A young up and coming missionary
preacher from America, prepared to swashbuckle my way through the riggings of expository preaching to the British masses and earn
my place as a pulpiteer. I’d been recently inducted as the Evangelist of D. Martyn LloydJones’s first church, legendary Bethlehem
“Sandfields”, Aberavon, Port Talbot, Wales.
Prior to my arrival, I’d thought I was
smart. After all, I devoured volume after volume of the puritan collections on my shelves. I
read Hodge’s systematic theology straight
through. I digested Jonathan Edwards for

fun. I oggled obscure works published by
Sprinkle, Tanski, and Soli Deo Gloria.
Arriving in Britain I knew that I’d have to
step it up a notch. After all, this was the country that had produced Spurgeon, the “second
Shakespeare”. Oratory was their strength, as
well as writing via C.S. Lewis, Tolkien, etc.
I thought I was smart...but then I began to
meet truly intelligent people.
I suddenly realized that I was out of my
depth. I thought I'd been swimming in the
deep end of the pool, but now I realized it had
only been the feeling a toddler gets when
dropping off the steps in the shallow end. I
was in an olympmic size pool now and I had
no floaties.
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The first time this dawned on me was
when I’d been invited to a dinner party and almost everybody at the table were familiar with
the books I’d been reading, whereas most
Americans I'd met didn't even know the
names of the authors. At another dinner with
mixed company, I learned more American history in casual conversation than I’d ever
gleaned in my high school history class.
I'll never forget the rainy Welsh afternoon
I sat casually in the study with the Pastor of
Sandfields discussing what we were reading. I
thought my list was impressive. Then he divulged his; Wayne Grudem’s Systematic Theology for devotions (because they had reflection questions and a hymn of worship at the
end of each section). Various books by guys
I’d never heard of and something he was reading in Latin. Among his casual reads were a
series of high brow science fiction novels he
was enjoying...in French. If it’d been a poker
game it would’ve been a royal flush.
Culturally speaking, our national middle
classes were worlds apart. America’s middle

class watched reality t.v. shows every
night. The British digested documentaries.
What would you have done? I began to
raise the bar a bit on myself personally thinking that would help. After all, I wanted to be a
good missionary. To add to my sense of intellectual inferiority my mentor had already taken me aside and corrected some of my grammar (Oh, you didn’t mess around with grammar in the British Isles...it’s sort of sacred). He
taught me rules I didn't even know existed...but still break.
Shortly after that I went to Stuart Ollyot’s
10 week series on preaching: Preaching in the
Way of the Master. The Pastor I was training
with considered him to be “The Master” of expository preaching, so I went eager to learn all
that I could from him.
Perhaps I'd be able to glean something
that would help me to improve my game and
take ranks among the preaching elite.
Then he opened the first session with a
powerful statement.
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“Most reformed preaching I hear is boring.”
You could have heard a pin drop.
He elaborated. He stated that although
much preaching had dotted the ‘i’s and
crossed the ‘t’s, it wasn’t warm. It didn’t connect with people. It was dispassionate, disconnected, and disingenuous.
But most of all, boring...
For the next ten weeks, he would begin to
shape my understanding of preaching in a way
that was real, down to earth, and above all, anything but boring.
This is the best summary of what I
learned during this time - and then beyond.
In each of these points we’ll cover a vital
lesson that needs to be learned in preaching
the gospel in a missional context.
The first lesson is that preaching is not
about conveying information. If God wanted
people merely to assimilate info he’d have
made them Borg or given them a book. Instead, he gave them a preacher. Somebody
made of flesh and blood with passion, feelings,
and frailties. Lloyd-Jones defined preaching as
“Truth mediated through personality”. In
Christ, we called this the incarnation, or the
word become flesh. As a preacher, you’re a filter. Out of you comes application, wrestlings,
solutions, examples, and questions. When
truth moves through a human filter it has the
potential to transform into what Lloyd-Jones
called “theology on fire”. May your hearts
burn the next time you’re in the pulpit!
PREACHING LESSON 2:
DON’T BE IRRELEVANT
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So there I was in an intellectual British society, realizing that my brain cupboard was a
bit bare to fetch the poor British sermon taster
a bone.
I was out of my depth intellectually, theologically, and hermeneutically.
Or so I thought.
The saving grace that would make me
useful for the gospel, rescue my sermons, and
deliver me from pouring myself into even
more bookwormish introspective reading was
9/11.
Yeah...you heard me.
September 11, 2001.
As a fully supported missionary, when
my support dropped 50%, I became a statistic
mirroring all U.S. based charities who lost half
of their income. I had to pound the pavement
to put bread on the table, because it wasn’t
coming through my missions board.
Port Talbot was a coastal steel working
town where the post-industrial revolution
dried up the coal mines and led to 60-70% unemployment. If not for factories, there’d be
barely any serious industry at all.
So I went to work in a factory.

That’s where I began to receive my true
education in evangelistic preaching. I’d been
in a Christian ghetto for over a year trying to
learn the ways of the culture through the
lenses of the church subculture. No wonder
nothing I did as “the Evangelist” at Sandfields
worked!
Although the Christians around me were
well-read and aware of the Puritans, Preachers,
and pop-theology, they were mentally light
years away from the people outside on the
streets. Now I was up close and personal with
the people I was called to reach.
On the factory floors I began to talk to
people who specialized in booze, violence, and
poverty. Many of them sampled prostitutes
like the Christians I knew savored sermons. They didn’t know Moses from Macgyver; Paul from Porky Pig. They’d done a
survey asking Welsh highschoolers what Easter was about. Hardly anybody knew. One
student said it was the day that Jesus and the
hedgehog both came out of the ground and Jesus’s head split open and fire shot out, consuming the hedgehog, and bringing Spring
early.
It was 2001. The Matrix was still the hot
movie everybody was talking about. Like Paul
on Mars Hill, anything I tried to tell them

straight up from scripture was as foreign to
them as “this babbler” and his “foreign ideas”.
So I preached the Matrix.
No joke.
I started harnessing the lost art of illustration like the preachers of old who could
preach from anything that they saw around
them. If a new superhero movie came out, I
put it to work. I saddled Hollywood's donkey
because the Master had need of it.
Charles Spurgeon once challenged his
Bible College students that they should be
able to illustrate the gospel from anything that
they laid their eyes on. Pointing to a candle
on the desk, he said, “Like that candle

there. You should be able to get 100 illustrations from that candle alone”. They guffawed
in disbelief. To which, Spurgeon rattled off
100 illustrations from the top of his head, but
not before assigning them 100 of their own to
come up with by the morrow. When they
were unable to produce 100 the following
day, Spurgeon rattled off 100 more, the resulting book entitled “Sermons in Candles” was
the result.
Illustration. Cartoons for your sermon. Gravy for the brain.
Even as I began to dialogue with people
one to one about the gospel, they’d say something like “Oh yeah, kind of like a Jedi in Star
Wars! I get it now.” When I was talking to an-
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other guy about worship, he said, “I tried it in
my shower after we last talked. I sang Dr. and
the Medics’ ‘Spirit in the Sky’, God got that,
right?”. I learned that members of a postchristian society automatically related a new
spiritual truth to concepts their brain already
knew.
The second lesson in preaching is to use
what people know. That’s what Jesus did. A
penny, a bird, the flowers, an old woman losing a coin, shepherds, servants of vineyards,
etc. all became ready illustrations of eternal
truths. They were previously opened windows in people's souls to sail the spiritual paper airplanes through to deliver a message. Jeus presented truth smuggled piggyback on truths already known. He illustrated
everything.
Everything.
Recently, somebody came out swinging
against the use of illustrations used in Church
Zero. I suppose after 12 years of preaching to
biblically illiterate people on the streets, it’s
just become etched into my bones as a part of
being all things to all men. It’s the stench of
missionary still singed into the fabric of my
ministerial Dickies. It must be nice not to have
to worry about people understanding gospel
truths; to be so surrounded with Christians

that everybody knows what your talking
about. But that’s just not where I’ve been.
Perhaps that raises a bigger question:
When everybody can understand you from the
pulpit and being misunderstood isn’t a concern, you’re probably not out on the front lines
anymore.
You’re still on the shore.
You haven’t gone out into the deep blue
sea with your net.
You’re trawling your net over the sand in
the whitewash.
You’re flipping sand crabs around; but
you’re not fishing.
When I was preaching at a well known
traditional church that had a history of powerful and dynamic preaching, I saved 5 minutes
of time by referencing the Ark of the Covenant
from Raiders of the Lost Ark. Afterwards a
man pompously approached me and said,
“You know that there are many people here
who would have found your reference to a
Hollywood film very worldly.” To which I replied, “I wasn’t talking to them”.
Illustrating will save you time. If a picture is worth a 1000 words, it will make you
fast and furious in delivering complex
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truths. Like the Proverbs in the Old Testament, that serve as nails driven by the hammer
of imagery, you’ll drive truth deep into people’s psyche and keep it there.
If this was the back of a comic book, the
ad would read:
Master the lost art of illustration!
Draw mental cartoons!
Amaze your friends!
Be understood!
Bore people less!
PREACHING LESSON 3:
DON’T BE STUPID
In the famed BBC debate between the cast
of Monty Python and various members of the
British clergy, John Cleese stated “I sat in parochial school chapels for years, and at the age of
10 or 11 years old, I sat and listened to sermons, that even at that age, I felt insulted my
intelligence.”
The punch line broke the silence when
one of the clergy on the panel quipped, “I’m a
bit worried, because I preached in chapel a lot
during the time you attended there.” Everybody laughed. It was perfect timing, and a
much needed comic relief from a very tense
debate.
Although that Priest took the bullet, it
could have been me. It could have been you. I

don’t want a John Cleese “all growed up” and
full of vitriol and vinegar, spitting nails at the
faith because I wouldn’t do my homework.
Paul advised a young Timothy to “study
to show himself approved, a workman who
need not be ashamed”. Some preachers do
shoddy work, and it brings a bad name to the
trade. We’ve all dreaded having to call a
plumber because of a bad experiences that
have given the trade a bad reputation. Similarly, there is a very real danger of giving the impression that “Christianity for Idiots” isn’t just
a book, because we’ve unintentionally dumbed
-down the gospel through not being prepared.
Whenever I turn on Christian radio it becomes painfully obvious that some guys prepare and others think they’re good enough to
wing it. Not only is that arrogant, but it runs
the risk of presenting an uncoordinated, rambling stream of consciousness that ruins it for
preachers everywhere. Preachers would do
well to remember that every time they step into the pulpit, they’re not representing their sermon catalogue, but the All Wise God.
That is not to say that sermons should be
complex or complicated. Simplicity doesn’t
mean stupid. Being simple means being clear.
Jesus was simple, but prolific. John was simple, yet profound. Paul was clear and logical;
every argument can be followed sequentially.
Great skill is demonstrated when a preacher
has mastered the art of being calculatedly sim-
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ple; able to take complex concepts and distill
them into clear, simple, bite-sized everlasting
gobstoppers of truth. To do this, the preacher
must spend significant time in preparation
studying.
Spurgeon demonstrated this when he
said, “Give me an hour to speak, I'll spend a
day to prepare, give me 30 minutes, I'll take a
week, give me 15 and I'll need a month.”
Spurgeon valued clarity of thought and knew
that to preach as Paul wrote, logical precept

upon precept, the preacher has to possess a
mastery of his subject. Logic is the preacher’s
best friend. It was so important to the puritans
that they forced young divinity students to rigorously give equal time to logic as they did
theology.
Spurgeon’s habit of preparation was one
of constant preparation. He was always preparing as a practice of habit, even if he would
never use what he prepared. He had formed a
practice of mining the scripture until the Spirit
highlighted one of the outlines that he’d been
working on. He writes:
“I confess that I frequently sit hour after
hour praying and waiting for a subject, and
that this is the main part of my study; much
hard labour have I spent in manipulating topics, ruminating upon points of doctrine, making skeletons out of verses, and then burying
every bone of them in the catacombs of oblivion, drifting on and on over leagues of broken
water, till I see the red lights, and make sail direct to the desired haven. I believe that, almost
any Saturday in my life, I prepare enough outlines of Sermons, if I felt at liberty to preach
them, to last me for a month, but I no more
dare to use them than an honest mariner
would run to shore a cargo of contraband
goods.”
That said, there’s no need to show off
your homiletic underwear either. You may
think your John Calvin Underoos are the coolest, but it’s still bad taste to bare them in public. There is no need to deliver a whole hogs
carcass with an apple in it’s mouth, when the
customer really just wanted to eat a hot dog.
The opposite of dumbing down the gospel is
trying to show what a smarty pants you are.
As smart as Paul was, he is carrying people
along for life change, not trying to impress him
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with superior gray matter. You can only imagine what Jesus knew...yet, he presses the
crowds with stories.
That’s what many preachers forget.
We’re carrying people. I don’t play baseball or
enjoy watching sports, but I’ve learned to
adopt a baseball model when it comes to
preaching. I want everybody to get to home
base with Jesus. Sometimes, that means
preach a home run with all bases loaded, or as
the one of my favorite Twilight Zone episodes
puts it, to “pitch one for the angels”. More often than not however, I’ve got to be content
with moving somebody to first base. Perhaps
a few weeks later they’ll make it to second
base, eventually sliding into home on a double.
They can’t all be home runs, nor should we try
and stack our sermons with the entire revelation from Genesis to Revelation.
As preachers, we are always learning, and
I’ve begun to seek the Holy Spirit’s guidance in
a passage for what He wants to say that day to
those particular people through the specific
passage. Although there is exegetical homework to be done, background research, inductive analysis, and time spent with original languages, and scholarly insight, I’m convinced
that my people don’t need to see it in detail.
When I’ve done my homework, they’ll recognize that it’s been done, even if I present it
simply. In coaching planters on preparation,
I’ve learned to edit like famous film directors.
Watching the bonus features and director’s
commentaries of famous films, you realize that
they showed considerable constraint in editing
out incredible footage that, while good, would
have deviated from the central plotline. That’s
what I want to know...“Holy Spirit, what are
you trying to say through this passage today?”
Anything that doesn’t fit in with that, no matter how brilliant, winds up on the cutting room
floor.

Our task is not an easy one. Any veteran
of the pulpit has changed, morphed, reinvented and reverted. The key is to keep changing,
keep improving, keep reaching. One of the
master communicators of biblical truth during
our lifetime, Warren Wiersbe once remarked
that the secret to his development as a preacher was “God never lets me be satisfied with my
own preaching”.
Dissatisfaction is underrated…

Peyton Jones is founding coach of New Breed
Church Planting UK/USA. Jones received his
MA Theology: Pastoral Studies from Wales
Evangelical School of Theology and served as
the evangelist for Lloyd-Jones’s legendary
Sandfields church, Aberavon.

Connect with Peyton:

Hindsight is 20/20
By DAVID THOMPSON

I

n May of 2004, my family moved 12
miles from Bend to Sunriver, Oregon. We
wanted more space, more peace, more
quiet. More “us” room. Sunriver is
known for being a resort destination. The idea
of living in a place where other people vacation sounded cool, having all the resort amenities, the use of serpentine bike paths, specialty
shops, the river, and horse trails at our disposal by living just outside the resort. Even
though we were poor on paper, we felt rich by
proximity.
Our first couple of years were everything
we imagined it would be. My wife had her
horses on the property, we built her a barn, she
got up in the morning looking out the window
at them looking back. The family (of six) went
on frequent bike rides through the more than 6
miles of paved bike trails through gorgeous,
high meadow landscapes, and I bought a 14

foot fishing boat with a little Johnson motor so
we could take trips up and down the
Deschutes river.
Life in Sunriver was good.
Maybe too good.
Yeah, I loved Jesus at the time and been a
Christian for a while. I’d plugged into a congregation, led bible studies in my home, disciple. Even did the “youth pastor thing” for a
while. I felt that I was fairly active and useful
for the Lord, and figured I was fulfilling my
“reasonable Christian duties.” Because I felt
God was pleased with my efforts, I felt fully
justified in pursuing a comfortable life to compliment my comfortable Christianity.
The part of Sunriver where we live is the
“other side of the tracks” of the resort itself.
Just outside of the resort proper, it’s known as
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“Poverty with a view.” As years passed, relationships were made with neighbors and their
very obvious needs became clearer. We found
that every flavor of human being was present
and accounted for: The hurt, the depressed, the
desperate, the angry, the abused, the abusive,
the idolater, the adulterer, the “mad at God”
dude, the “had a bad church experience and
never going back” couple, the “God meets me
in my pot cloud” folks, etc.
One night I looked up at the sky, and
prayed, “Man Lord, you should really consider
sending someone to this area for these people.”

more. As to the elbow room, let’s just say that
we’re more directly involved in the lives of
others than we’ve ever been in our entire lives.
I thought we were moving to Sunriver for all
that other stuff, but the Master Planner had
something else in mind. I remember hearing
in various sermons, and from various Christians over the years, that God won’t make us
do things that we’re not comfortable with.
Who were these dumb people and what were
they reading. Not the bible!

I forgot to mention that I’m not the sharpest
tool in the shed.

When I planted a church, it was the master stroke of the Master of destinies upending
my entire life. All my preferences went out of
the window.

God did answer that request to send
someone, and yes, it was a dirty trick. To add
insult to injury, all those reasons why I told
you we moved to Sunriver began to dissolve.
The horses, the boat and the bike rides are no

Let me set the record straight. Although
I’ve now got a thriving church plant, I hate getting in front of people. Preaching, teaching,
speaking, whatever... I really hate it. I can’t eat,
my stomach hurts, my head hurts, my body

These aren’t the church planters you are looking for… (Dave Thompson in Goonies shirt)
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aches, my “potties” aren’t right, I get irritable, I
can’t sleep, and I would all together prefer a
poke in the eye. When you add “start a church
out of nothing” stuff, you can count me out!
That’s just not really my comfort zone, and after all, those other people said that I wouldn’t
have to do that uncomfortable stuff. I’m not
that dude! I’m a high school dropout. I don’t
start anything (unless fire is involved). I don’t
read anything unless it says “Game Informer”
on the cover. Nacho Libre is my most exhaustive source for teaching material. I look like
Johnny Bravo, and secretly wish I was a
Stormtrooper. On top of all that, everything I
touch seems to break (or people get injured).
So to say that I had some serious reservations
in heading up a plant for King Jesus was an
understatement. My only comfort was to frequently check to make sure 1 Corinthians 1:27
was still there.

frankly... I didn’t want to know.
I didn’t want to “count the cost” of doing
radical ministry for Him. I just wanted to have
my “get out of jail free card” after knowing Jesus, and blend into the mass ranks of mundane
Christianity.
I knew what was up when I asked God to
send someone to this area. I just told myself
what I always do...“Someone else will plant
churches. Someone else will share the gospel
with those people. Someone else will make the
necessary sacrifices of time, labor, and anxiety
in the attempt to push back the battle lines of
the enemy and take kingdom ground.”

Although I didn’t know all of that stuff,
here’s what I did know.

These conscience appeasing pop rocks only satisfied my sweet tooth for a few minutes.
The burden from that prayer under the night
sky didn’t fade. God wouldn’t let me off the
hook that easily. I’d prayed that the Lord send
workers into the ripe harvest field, and he
meant to answer it!

I was “living the dream” but it wasn’t one
that would further God’s kingdom; only mine.
In fact, I was asleep. I wasn’t on mission with
God. I wasn’t desiring to know what His perfect plan and purpose for me was, because

I couldn’t shake it until the Lord shook
me. Like Jonah, God put me in a spiritually
dark, smelly, slimy place until I tapped. God
had stuck me smack dab into the middle of a
ripe field, handed me a sickle, and said, “tag!
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You’re it!” and ran away laughing. This wasn’t
a job for someone else, and I knew it. Once I
surrendered, resolved to do what He wanted,
the obvious set in. Plant a church.
Instead of a rush of clarity, and magical
answers being pooped out on rainbows by enchanted unicorns, a flood of questions burst in.
Where do I start?
Where will this happen?
How will this happen?
What does this look like?
How do I do it?
And so, “The Door” was planted. People
are meeting Jesus. Lives are being changed.
People who swore they would never walk into
a church again can’t wait for the next gathering
to roll around. Junkies are being delivered.
Strongholds are being broken. Marriages are
being restored and marriages are being made.
This plant has been growing so fast that

we can’t keep up with it. And all the while, me
and my team continue to work full time. You
see, God is bigger than a formula. God is bigger than our “ideal scenario” and the systems
we’ve created. He’s bigger than our list of
things that “must take place” before we can go
out and do “big” kingdom things, and because
of that, the gates of hell will not prevail, but his
Kingdom will. Life is in session, and you don’t
get any “do overs.”
You know who you are.
Be careful. Just don’t go praying outside
under the night sky unless you know what’s
good for ya.

Connect with Dave:

A Review Of:

Beyond Reformation
Onto Transformation
By MARK CONVOY

T

he Church of Jesus Christ sports a 2000 year history, punctuated by breakthroughs, set-backs, catastrophes, and new
beginnings. Peyton Jones book, Church Zero is nothing less than a cry
for a hard-boot, restart of the modern evangelical leadership structure.
Imagine the gall of an upstart Southern California church planter, calling for nothing less than the restructuring of the modern common
highly centralized evangelical church leadership model.
Then imagine the possibility that he may be right.
Church Zero is first and foremost a call for churches to get back to
the Bible. Jones challenges the modern senior pastor driven church
power model, and contrasts it to the church leadership structures established in the Books of Ephesians and Acts. Church Zero likens the offices listed in Ephesians 4:8, (apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
and teachers) to the members of the A Team. Jones shows a deep understanding of not only Scripture, but of the writings of many respected preachers, church leaders, and even branches out into the musings
well known modern thinkers, luminaries, and pop culture icons.
Church Zero builds a case for radical church restructuring by alter-
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nately citing the silly and the sublime. Jones invokes the likes of John
Wesley, Muhammad Ali, Alan Hirsch, and Sylvester Stallone, Charles
Spurgeon and Voltron! Jones seems to be attempting to use pop culture
to leave lasting images in the minds of his readers, perhaps subscribing
to The Apostle Paul’s Mars Hill tactic of using the local culture of a
people group as a conversational open door for sharing the Gospel.
Jones describes the failure of the modern church to raise up leadership in the five Ephesians 4:8 offices, preferring instead the more centralized structure of the all powerful senior pastor and satellite assistants typically charged with a combination of administrative, counseling, and individual group teaching assignments.

“I am convinced
that unless the
church changes
itself, it will
never change
the world.”

Church Zero bravely argues for the re-establishment of the office of
apostle. I must confess that this concept was a large hurdle for this
writer. Too many groups have cast the Capital “A” Apostle role as an
all powerful, all knowing, super Christian who travels the road dropping pearls of wisdom at very great prices. A large portion of the modern evangelical world now recoils in light of the abuse of the word
“Apostle” and clings tightly (and rightly) to the very Biblical definition
of the capital “A” apostle as one of the original Twelve who walked
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and learned personally with Christ. Jones effectively argues for a small
‘a” apostle, and describes the role as one who plants churches, trains
up indigenous leadership, and then moves on to the next church
planting opportunity. Jones also fleshes out the other Ephesians 4:8
roles as being vital and integral for the health of both church plants,
and established fellowships.
Jones discusses the obvious need for new churches, and spanks
mega churches for not breaking off some of their massive resources
and funding church planting endeavors and the gifted people who
(often at tremendous personal cost) go out and establish new works
for God.
Church Zero indicts both the power and comfort that has come to
the precious few senior leaders, and calls for the funding and support
of all five rolls in the modern church. Jones said “I am convinced that
unless the church changes itself, it will never change the world.” Jones
did not come to his current vision overnight. Jones harkens back to his
own Reformed roots, and cites his own spiritual senses as being more
the product of a journey than of a systematic theological education. He
argues for continued reformation (small “r”) and Transformation
(capital T), both individually and for the church at large.
Church Zero asks church leaders to self asses and open their
minds to the possibility that they may be forsaking several key parts
of the system that God designed to grow His church and advance his
kingdom.

“Church Zero is a
call to jump
completely out
of the plane of
our old ways of
doing things, and
parachute
bravely into the
front lines of
God’s Kingdom
expansion plan.”

Jones is admittedly a ‘voice crying in the wilderness,” and as noble a work as Church Zero is, this call will go unanswered unless it is
retransmitted, re-tweeted, and trained into being by other church leaders. Jones appeals to the current generation’s love of technology, and
their preferred method of learning; interactivity, as one means for
spreading his message of five-fold Christian leadership. Jones also
touches on the modern interest in radical things like reality TV cage
fighting, and then sells a Biblical return to five fold leadership as another radical way to push back against the system; which is the status
quo centralized church model.
Jones astutely observes that the current status quo tells youth to
come to church, not speak, not lead, dress right, and do what they’re
told, and then the modern church wonders why their kids leave
church the moment they turn 18. Church Zero calls for engaging young
Christians in the areas in which they are gifted, and then invest-
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ing appropriate authority and responsibility in them as a means to
help the church grow and thrive and reach new generations.
Jones quotes Tozer who said that “we may be preparing for a
tragic hour when God may set us so-called evangelicals aside and raise
up another movement to keep New Testament Christianity alive.”
Connecting to the gifts in young Christians and constructing approaches that purposely engage young believers in the various offices
of the ministry is one of the most salient points made in this book.
We have all heard the call, even from our own status quo pulpits,
to “get out of our comfort zones.” Church Zero is a call to jump completely out of the plane of our old ways of doing things, and parachute
bravely into the front lines of God’s Kingdom expansion plan.
The call to grow the Kingdom by shrinking individual power
structures is radical. It is also Biblical. It also just makes sense.

“The call to grow
the Kingdom by
shrinking individual power
structures is
radical. It is also
biblical.”

Proverbs tells us that in the heads of many there is good counsel.
Pastors burn out in their jobs at a very high rate. Kids lose interest in
ministry in some degree because of their lack of access to important
positions, and also due to their own observations of the dysfunction of
the current highly centralized model. Church Zero calls for a Biblical redistribution of the many important responsibilities of ministry, in order to give called men and women the time and resources to do what
they have been called to do.
Read Church Zero. Think and pray on the ideas presented, and
look hard at the modern church; are we doing it the way our Lord intended?

I
HOW TO EFFECTIVLY
COMMUNICATE
WITH YOUR CHURCH
ON THE CHEAP…
By PETE MITCHELL

work with businesses nationwide to help
improve their marketing and advertising
and I want to share a tool with you that
church planters need, but don’t even know
about.

Most businesses have a very poor system for
capturing leads and other responses from their
clients. This flows right into a terrible system for
ongoing communication with those people — clients and potential clients. In the business world,
this means a massive loss of income. In the
church, it means a loss of discipleship.
Communicating with your congregation — I
mean besides during the announcements — is
key to reaching the lost for Christ. Why? Simply
because these words are essential for vision casting. Communicating effectively is the key to connecting you and your church with people to remind them of the game plan, rationale, directional changes, biblical attitudes, inspiration, and
how they can get involved.
OK, so most churches realize they need efficient communication after Sunday morning, and
they usually choose the cheapest method. They
settle on email.
It’s a fine medium. I use it. I encourage oth-

ers to use it. Send me yours and I’ll send you
mine.

sage. (Source: CTIA.org)


91% of American adults have a mobile
device within reach 24 a day, 7 days a
week. (Source: Morgan Stanley)



It takes the average person 26 hours to
report a lost wallet, while it only take 68
minutes for that same person to report a
lost mobile phone. (Source: Unisys)

But I want to share with you how to supercharge your communication.
Before you can email people, you have to
have their email address. But even after more
than 20 years of use, people still hate giving it
up. Or they forget. Or they don’t bother … I’m
betting you didn’t just send me your email address, right? And how often have you asked
members and attendees to provide one? For
whatever reason, you never seem to get everybody's contact info.
And anyway — having their email address isn't enough. Did you know that statistically over half of your recipients don’t even
open what you send them?
So here's how we get around that at our
church. We don't just rely on email. We also
use the ability to send out a text messages to
the congregation. This tool also helps us build
our email list.
First, here's the deal with texting. Of all
forms of mass communication, nothing has
the response rate of texting. In time, this will
change. But for now, this is key. Here are
some stats that just might blow your mind:


With 6.8 billion people on the planet,
there are 5.1 billion mobile phones, says
the Mobile Marketing Association, Asia.
Only 4.2 billion toothbrushes (It may be
more hygienic to talk at a distance!) We
have a lot of homeless people in our
church, and most of them have cell
phones!



It takes 90 minutes to get a response to
the average email. It takes 90 seconds to
get a response to the average text mes-

Texting is a fantastic way to reach your
congregation about important things concerning your church. When our church plant was
moving from the park we had been meeting at
to a local school, we were able to send a text
message to the congregation an hour before
we began at the new digs just to remind everyone. No one showed up at the wrong
place…no one.
Texting eliminates anybody from getting
left in the dust.
We used this same tactic to send out an
offer a list of pastors almost a full year after
they had signed up for info from the New
Breed Church Planting booth at a conference,
and we had 98% click through to the webpage,
and the video on the webpage had a 109%
play rate (some played it more than once).

Way cool.
How does it work? It’s pretty simple. The
basic idea is that we have our people text us
their email address so we can add them to our
email list. Of course, this allows us to add
them to our texting list at the same time. Now
we've got multiple channels to reach them.
I'll show you how we do this. However, I
will warn you that we have a little bit of specialized programming that allows us to do this.
But I'll show you how to do this on the cheap.

First step is to sign up for an account at a
company called twilio.com. You are going to
want to use a regular phone number to do
your texting (not what is called a short code).
Twilio charges (in the US — other countries
have different pricing) a buck a month per
phone number for a local phone number.
While you can buy toll free numbers through
Twilio, you can't text with toll free number in
the US so just stick with a local number.

On top of the $1 per month for the phone
number, it will also cost you 1 cent for each incoming or outgoing text message. So if you
had 250 people on your text list and you wanted to text them all a message, it would cost you
$2.50 to do it. Pretty cheap.
But yes — there is a catch. Twilio is a carrier for the voice and texting service. They
don't have any sort of system that you can configure and use to send and receive text messages. I know, kind of a let down right? Well, fear
not! I'm not going to leave you hanging.
Twilio released a open source program
called OpenVBX.com. You are going to need
your tech guy to download and install this on
a server for you (I'll tell you how to avoid this
in a bit if this is already starting to intimidate
you).
Here's the deal with open source programming. Open source means it is free to use
and modify to fit your needs. For a basic texting/phone PBX, this has everything you need.
There are a ton of programmers that have created what are called plugins that you use for
free.
To help out my business clients, I had my
programmer build a bunch of really cool

plugins that do really cool stuff. Most of which
won't matter for your purposes. However, let
me explain what one of them is (I'll tell you
how to get it in a bit).
I had a plugin built that integrates with
my email service to add people to my email
list. How we use this at our church is this, we
set up the keyword "Join" on our OpenVBX.
What the means is that when someone sends a
text to our phone number with the keyword
JOIN, our program is going to respond in a
certain way.
So here’s how it works on a Sunday
morning. First, we use a PowerPoint slide that
comes up during announcements and we tell
everyone to take out their cell
phones and turn them ON.
This always gets a chuckle because they are used to being told
to turn them off (which they don't
do anyway, so why fight it?).
We then tell them to text
JOIN to the phone number on the
screen. When someone texts the

word JOIN to 562-553-0005 two things happen:
1.) Their phone number is added to our
church text list. This is so we can send
everyone in our church a text at one time
(we also have lists for the leadership
team, etc.).
2.) Our system automatically hits them
back with a text message. It says something like, "Welcome to Refuge! To get
you added to our email list, reply back
with your name right now.
When they respond by texting their name
to us, it will then ask them for their email address.
Let's say I'm doing this, so I text
PETE back. It then says, "Perfect Pete!
Now reply back with your email address." So then I would text
pete@ChurchPlanterMag.com.
Voila! Simple.
Our text then sends a final message,
"Great! Now when you check your email
you will see a confirmation message.

Click the link to finish the process and you are
done!"
Now because it is integrated with email,
they are now added to the email list while they
are also added to the texting list. Two birds.
One stone.
So that would be 4 text messages total.
That means to get them added to my email list
and my texting list costs 4 cents. I don't think
I've ever seen a cheaper way to get'r done. But
get this, you only need to do this once! Trust
me, after being involved in church planting, 4
cents a head is a small price to pay for being
able to communicate with every single person
in your church.

If you would like to use something like
this, but don't want to mess with all the tech
stuff, you can license my system. For church
planters, I will waive all the monthly fees provided you supply your own Twilio account
and phone number(s). You can check out all
the details by connecting with me.

Of course, if you’re like most Pastors,
your brain is already fried. Chuck this at your
tech guy and he’ll gobble it up like raw chicken to a gator.
Don’t try to do it all. You keep casting vision, and your tech nerd will make sure it hits
home.
Completing the texting process with your
congregation = 4 cents per head
Connecting with every member of your
congregation = priceless.

Connect with Pete:
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